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A METHOD TO ESTIMATE WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS OF 
AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
Vol III - Programmers-Manual 
By R. J. Pera, E Onat, N L. Prewitt, G. W Klees, E Tjonneland 
1.0 SUMMARY 
The 	purpose of this volume is to aid the programmer responsible for maintaining the computer code 
for weight estimating (WATE-1). A User's Manual (CR135171) and Method of Analysis 
(CR135170) are also available which describe the operation and use of WATE-1. 
Included in this volume are program checkout cases in Appendix A starting on Pg. Al
 
and Fortran Listings in Appendix B, starting with Pg B1 An Index of material con­
tained in each appendix is given on Pg Al and BI
 
The code is in FORTRAN IV and has been checked out on IBM 370/168. The code is single pre­
cision except for the values in the Navy-NASA Engine program (NNEP). The code was designed to 
minimize conversion requirements to other machines. 
I no subroutines are required beyond those in the IBM FORTRAN IV manual, and 
2 there is no character manipulation, only full word tests are used when testing BCD input 
The NNEP/WATE-l code requires 75B48 1 6 core (48212010 bytes) to run without buffers The 
execution of a design point followed by a weight estimation and printer plot is 4 seconds CPU time, 
using an existing load module (all data reference 370/168) 
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2.0 CONVERSION FACTORS 
The array CONVER in common CONVER are conversion factors to convert English units to SI 
units. 
UNITS to UNITS 
ARRAY # VALUE ENGLISH SI 
1 2.54 	 inch cm 
2 .3048 	 feet meter 
3 .4536 	 Ibm Kg
 
ft2
4 0929 	 meter 2 
5 02768 	 Ibm/m 3 Kg/cm 3 
6 .689475 	 lbf/m 2 Newton/cm 2 
7 4 882 	 Ibm/ft2 Kg/m 2 
8 .555 	 OR OK 
9 1 05435 BTU/sec K WATTS
 
10 07457 HP K WATTS
 
11 47 88 lbf/ft 2 Newton/m 2
 
3.0 DISCUSSION 
3.1 Program Structure 
The execution flow was designed to minimize the interaction of the basic NNEP program and the 
weight estimation routines. The only data flowing between the two is via the common blocks 
SNGL and DBL and the variables IWT and IPLT The subroutine THERM is used to obtain thermo­
dynamic properties of the fluid. An assumption is made that the thermodynamic properties are 
established at each station prior to calling WTEST subroutine. 
Routine WTEST acts as a control routine which calls the component routines. These component 
routines are independent of each other although some use the same lower level routine as some 
other component routine After all weights and dimensions have been estimated routine ENGPLT 
is called to make the printer plot For a description of subroutine connectivity, see Figure 1 
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MAIN -- - NEPCAL P'NoNE\ 
WATE -1 
WTEST 
NAMEPR COMP COMBWT DUCTW TURB SHAFT WMIXR WTNOZ WSPLT ENGPLT 





















Figure 1 Diagram of Subroutine Connectivity 
3.2 Data Flow 
The following variables in NNEP common blocks may be referenced by a component weight esti­
mating routine depending on the component type. DATOUT, WTF, TOPRES, TOTEMP, FAR, 
CORFLO, JCONF, JTYPE, NCOMP, NOSTAT, NFINIS. In no case is any value changed by the 
weight estimation code. Each call to WTEST routine will cause a NAMELIST read of "W" data 
(see User's manual) Tis is the one and only read in weight estimation code Based on the infor­
mation in NCOMP and JTYPE the proper component routine is called with the component number 
(I) as an argument. Each component is expected to fill WATE (I), ALENG (I), TLENG (I), R0 (1,I), 
RO (2,1), RI (1,I), RI (2,1) Rotating components also fill RPMT (I). The shaft component fills 
DSHAFT (N) where N is the shaft count from the inside out. The meaning of these variables is 
covered in the User's Manual. 
3.3 Program Checkout 
The concept for program testing is to use one definition through NNEP and then vary the weight 
data so as to execute all the subtypes of components In the case of rotating/fixed splitters, these 
were tested using a namelist read program instead of NNEP to fill the common blocks The check­






START IWT READ INPUT NAMPR 
OUTPUT ARRAYSI 
PROCESS LENGTH CONTRIBUTING VECTOR ILENG 
- NOZI IIC °MP I 'TURB-I 1WMIXR I COMBWTI _DC'wli 
ACCUME LENGTH IN DOWNSTREAM NODE FOR PROCESSED COMPONENTS 
SET SECONDARY UPSTREAM NODE ACCUMULATED LENGTH IF IT EXISTS 
SET ENGINE LENGTH 
PROCESS REMAINING COMPONENtS EXCEPT DUCTS, SHAFTS, &NOZZLES 
I ICOMP]I - I [WIXR I IURN RiICOMW WPLTI 
L-PROCEDCTS ----- - - - - - -
IPROCESNOZZ'E - *[ O 
ACCUME LENGTH OF REMAININGCc5MPONENTS-PROCESS SHAFTS SHAFT 
SEARCH RO FOR MAXIMUM RADIUS PUT IN XR 
*SUM COMPONENT WEIGHTS TO GET ENGINE WEIGHT IN WATENG 
MAKE COMPONENT PRINT IF REQUIRED INCORRECT UNITS 
MAKE SUMMARY PRINT IN CORRECT UNITS 
10000 , IPLT T ENGPLT 
RETURN 
Figure 2 Functional Flow Chart of WTEST 
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APPENDIX A - Results of Program Checkout 
Section Page
 
WATE-1 Input Checkout Example 1 - SI Units A-2
 
WATE-1 Output Checkout Example I - Si Units A-5
 
WATE-1 Input Checkout Example 2 - Default Inputs A-14
 
WATE-1 Output Checkout Example 2 - Default Inputs A-17
 
WATE-1 Input Checkout Example 3 - Weight Scaler A-26
 
WATE-1 Output Checkout Example 3 - Weight Scaler A-29
 
WATE-1 Input Checkout Example 4 - Compressor and Turbine Mode Changes A-38
 
WATE-1 Output Checkout Example 4 - Compressor and Turbine Mode Changes A-41
 
WATE-1 Input Checkout Example 5 - Mode Changes A-50
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DATA STORAGE ALLOCATION 20000
 


























































CONFIGURATION DATA 15 STATIONS 21 COMPONENTS
 
COMPONENT NKIND COMPONENT UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
 




1 1 INLET 1 0 2 0 
2 4 COMPRESR 2 0 4 0 
3 7 SPLITTER 4 0 5 11 
4 2 DUCT B 11 0 15 0 
5 4 COMPRESR 5 0 6 7 
6 2 DUCT B 6 0 8 0 
7 5 TURBINE 8 7 9 0 
8 5 TURBINE 9 0 10 0 
9 8 MIXER 10 15 12 0 
10 2 DUCT B 12 0 13 0 
11 9 NOZZLE 13 0 14 0 
12 11 SHAFT 2 8 0 0 
13 11 SHAFT 5 7 0 0 
14 12 CONTROL 13 0 8 0 
15 12 CONTROL 9 0 7 0 
16 12 CONTROL 8 0 5 0 
17 12 CONTROL 9 0 3 0 
18 12 CONTROL 5 0 2 0 
19 12 CONTROL 2 0 1 0 
20 12 CONTROL 12 0 12 0 
21 12 CONTROL 13 0 13 0 
CONTROL INFORMATION 
14 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 8 S THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 13 EQUALS 0.0 
15 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 7 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 9 EQUALS 0.0 
16 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 5 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 8 EQUALS 0.0 
17 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 3 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 9 EQUALS 0.0 
18 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 2 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 5 EQUALS 0.0 
19 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT I SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 2 EQUALS 0.0 
20 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 12 SO THAT CATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 12 EQUALS 0.0 
21 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 13 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 13 EQUALS 0.0 














































4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESR 0.13000D 0 0.26000D-O 0.10000D 01 0.37070D 04 0.10000D 01 0.37080D 04 0.10000D 01 0.37090D 04 0.10000D 01 
6 DUCT B 0.10000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.265000 04 0.94000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 TURBINE 0.400000 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D Ol 0.380100 04 0.10000D 01 0.38020D 04 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 
8 TURBINE 0.25000D 01 0.0 0.100000 01 0.38030D 04 0.10000D 01 0.38040D 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 
9 MIXER 0.0 0.0 0.240000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 DUCT B 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.98000D 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 























15 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
16 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
17 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 
18 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
19 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
20 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 
21 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 




































































M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.524 174. 288. 91192. 75626. 0.6458 1.4005
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
383.7 18448.8 0.005 11.421 1.800 0.450
 
COMPRESSOR 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.874 3.00 101.54 383.7 7216.9 7216.9
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
29.3 26.8 26.8 0.0 12.018.669.00465.00465 3.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
41.1 15.5 15.5 22.9 9.515.697.00465.00465 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
43.9 10.4 10.4 21.0 8.414.400.00465.00465 2.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP 

















T TOT P TOT P STAT 



















************** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 466.609 






T TOT P TOT P STAT 


























FRAME WT = 53.63 
A-6 isIS po 
STAGE 1 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
10.8 6.5 6.5 16.5 4.711.401.00465.00465 2.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
9.0 4.0 4.0 13.4 3.7 9.241.00465.00465 1.94
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
7.3 2.6 2.6 11.1 3.0 7.699.00465.00465 1.89
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
6.1 2.0 2.0 9.5 2.5 6.560.00465.00465 1.83
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
5.2 1.6 1.6 8.2 2.2 5.699.00465.00465 1.78
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 





WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
4.6 1.2 1.2 7.3 1.9 5.033.00465.00465 1.72
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
4.2 1.0 1.0 6.5 1.7 4.512.00465.00465 1.67
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
7.3 1.4 1.4 5.9 1.5 4.099.00792.00792 1.61
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
7.0 1.2 1.2 5.5 1.4 3.771.00792.00792 1.56
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
6.8 1.0 1.0 5.1 1.3 3.509.00792.00792 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 










M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.300 166. 798.2453176.2309282. 0.0360 1.3539
 
PR AD EF Pfl TO HP
 
9.4060 0.8700******** 797.6 2533.
 
HI HO Wi CWI
 
183.53 371.37 61.12 28.11
 
******************* TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 279.634
 





RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC 
22.246 32.789 18.000 0.055 22.440 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT FRAME WTOT 
11.0 18.3 8.1 7.5 68.6 113.5 





M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.500 361. 1456.2207860.1882986. 0.0369 1.2968
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
337.1 6770.3 0.008 1.203 1.000 0.922
 
TURBINE 7 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
H/T N STG LOADING AREA
 
0.922 	 2.000 0.280 0.037
 
UT RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM TORQ
 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
2.91 1.04 	 3.83 9.85 1.81 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH 
1.8453 92.0 0.500 0.037 25.77 27.96 180 337.1 6770. 19.43 5.12 
STAGE 2
 
DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
4.88 2.91 10.75 16.09 3.10 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH
 
2.0063 92.0 0.525 0.062 25.77 29.34 116 353.8 11346. 37.73 8.37
 




A-8 	 aEPODUC1BILITY OF THE 




VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT 























********* * ** ** TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 57.166 




VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT 






















8 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
2.000 0.243 0.112 
RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM 
29.3 91.6 7216.9 20419.6 
TORQ 
STAGE I 
DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
2.29 10.14 29.95 17.63 4.49 2.00 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 










DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
3.13 12.50 36.93 15.43 4.22 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.5156 45.8 0.575 0.153 22.42 31.48 98 













































****************** TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 212.822 




RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC
 
0.0 61.264 48.000 0.143 58.089
 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT FRAME WTOT
 
10.8 54.4 134.3 0.0 199.5
 
* NOZ 11 * 
NOZZLE 11
 
WEIGHT= 258.07 LENGTH= 122.528 TR WT= 0.0
 
* DUCT 4 * 
DUCT, 4
 




OUTER CASE= 7.0493 INNER CASE= 6.2849 TOTAL=13.3342
 
SHAF 12 * 
SHAFT 12
 
DO DI LENG ON WT
 
9.00 7.65 123.81 0.65 18.16
 




DO DI LENG ON WT
 
11.05 10.02 45.72 1.27 6.50
 






WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
WEIGHT OUTPUT DATA IN SIU UNITS
 
COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
 
NO EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO RI RO RI RO NSTAGE
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
2 467. 73. 73. 23. 51. 0. 0. 33. 45. 0. 0. 3
 
3 0. 0. 73. 0. 0. 0. 0. 33. 40. 40. 45. 0
 
4 13. 158. 231. 40. 45. 0. 0. 40. 45. 0. 0. 0
 
5 280. 65. 138. 23. 32. 0. 0. 27. 29. 0. 0. 10
 
6 113. 46. 183. 22. 33. 0. 0. 22. 33. 0. 0. 0
 
7 57. 13. 197. 26. 28. 0. 0. 26. 32. 0. 0. 2
 
8 213. 34. 231. 22. 29. 0. 0. 22. 35. 0. 0. 2
 
9 0. 0. 231. 11. 40. 40. 54. 11. 54. 0. 0. 0
 
10 199. 122. 353. 0. 61. 0. 0. 0. 61. 0. 0. 0
 
11 258. 123. 475. 0. 61. 0. 0. 0. 56. 0. 0. 0
 
12 18. 0. 0. 23. 51. 26. 28. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
13 7. 0. 0. 23. 32. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT= 1625. ACCESSORIES= 136.72
 
61.














C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPPPPPP T TTTTTTTT
 
C CCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCCCCPPPPPPP TTTTTT T I
 
CCC CCCCCCC PPPPPPP TTTTTTTTTTT
 
----- C/L .- C/L C/L )/L C/L.-- C/L C/L----
-C/L----C/L --- C/IL- C/I-OL C/L---- - ----- I------- C/L- O------ C/L--- C/L -------




NO. TYPE DATINPI DATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DATINP6 DATINP7 DATINP8 DATINP9
 
1 INLET 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.146960 02 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
2 COMPRESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.40000D 04 0.37610D 04 0.265900 03 0.376200 04 0.10113D 01 0.376300 04 0.99222D 00
 
3 SPLITTER 0.77000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
4 DUCT 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
5 COMPRESP 0.13000D 01 0.26000D-01 0.514550 04 0.370700 04 0.61418D 02 0.37080D 04 0.909090 00 0.370900 04 0.13246D 01
 6 DUCT B 0.100000 00 0.0 0.0 0.26500D 04 0.940000 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
7 TURBINE 0.400000 01 0.100000 01 0.46733D 00 0.380100 04 
 0.706450 00 0.380200 04 0.967270 00 0.902440 00 O.IOOOOD 01
 
8 TURBINE 0.O25000D 01 0.0 0.385770 00 0.38030D 04 0.72633D 00 0.380400 04 0.94012D 00 0.81558D 00 0.1000D 01
 
9 MIXER 0.707730 03 0.639250 03 0.24000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
10 DUCT 8 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
11 NOZZLE 0.47288D 03 O.IO000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.980000 00 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01
 
12 SHAFT 0.40000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.1000D 01 0.1000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01
 
13 SHAFT 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01
 
CASE IDENTIFICATION SIMPLE MODEL
 
STATION PROPERTY OUTPUT DATA 
FLOW WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL FUEL/AIR REFERRED MACH STATIC INTERFACE CORRECTED 
STATION FLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE RATIO FLOW NUMBER PRESSURE FLOW ERROR 
STATP1 STATP2 STATP3 STATP4 STATP5 STATP6 STATP7 STATP8 
I 0.238500 03 O.14696D 02 0.518670 03 0.0 0.238500 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.23850D 03 0.13226D 02 0.518670 03 0.0 0.264990 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.238500 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.10969D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.13475D 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.619700 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.13124D 03 0.355810 03 0.143560 04 0.0 0.90183D 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.35034D 01 0.355810 03 0.143560 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.134050 03 0.320220 03 0.265000 04 0.21425D-01 0.13906D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.13756D 03 0.863760 02 0.202780 04 0.20868D-01 0.46276D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.137560 03 0.388490 02 0.17216D 04 0.208680-01 0.948010 02 0.240000 00 0.374010 02 0.0 
11 0.103T50 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.477170 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.24131D 03 0.37401D 02 0.131570 04 0.11790D-01 0.15101D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.24131D 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.1179OD-01 0.160650 03 0.10000D 01 0.187800 02 0.0 
14 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.11790D-01 0.160650 03 0.117290 01 0.146960 02 0.0 
15 0.10375D 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.47717D 02 0.12734D 00 0.37401D 02 0.0 
COMPONENT OUTPUT DATA 
COMPONENT 
NO. TYPE DATOUTI DATOUT2 OATOUT3 DATOUT4 DATOUT9 DATOUT6 DATOUT7 DATOUT8 DATOUT9 
1 INLET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 
2 COMPPESR -0.169120 05 0.40000D 04 0.0 0.180000 01 0.4000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.265900 03 0.870000 00 0.28600D 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESP -0.339690 05 0.600000 04 0.0 0.13OOOD 01 0.51455D 04 0.98500D 00 0.61418D 02 0.87000D 00 0.940600 01 
6 DUCT 8 0.0 0.100000 00 0.0 0.214250-01 0.0 0.101230 05 0.0 0.94000D 00 0.265000 04 
7 TUPBINE 0.339690 05 0.60000D 04 0.100000 01 0.400000 01 0.467330 00 0.56800D 04 0.706450 00 0.86000D 00 0.370730 01 
8 TURBINE 0.169120 05 0.400000 04 0.100000 01 0.25000D 01 0.38577D 00 0.52440D 04 0.726330 00 0.860000 00 0.222340 01 
9 MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.63925D 03 0.103870 01 0.10114D 01 0.472740 03 0.16773D 03 0.0 0.94990D-16 0.10000D 01 
10 DUCT B 0.0 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.137650 05 0.163790 04 0.239230 01 0.48393D 03 0.472880 03 0.10000D 01 0.980000 00 0.18721D 01 0.239230 Ol 
12 SHAFT 0.0 0.40000D 04 0.400000 04 0.40000D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 SHAFT 0.0 0.60000D 04 0.60000D 04 0.60000D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MACH= 0.0 ALTITUDE= 0. RECOVERY= 0.9000 10 ITERATIONS 2 PASSES
 
AIRFLOW (LB/SEC) 238.50 GROSS THRUST 13785.01 FUEL FLOW (LB/HR) 10122.81
 
NET THRUST 13785.01 TSFC 0.7343 NET THRUST/AIRFLOW 57.7988
 
TOTAL INLET DRAG 0.0 TOTAL BRAKE SHAFT HP 0.0 BOATTAIL DRAG 0.0
 






&D LONG=F,DRAW=F,BOAT=T,SPILL=TAMINDS l. &END
 
TABLE DATA INPUT SUMMARY 16 TABLES
 


































DATA STORAGE ALLOCATION 20000
 


























































CONFIGURATION DATA 15 STATIONS 21 COMPONENTS
 
COMPONENT NKIND COMPONENT UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
 
NUMBER TYPE STATIONS STATIONS
 
A-14 
1 I INLET 1 0 2 0 
2 4 COMPRESR 2 0 4 0 
3 7 SPLITTER 4 0 5 11 
4 2 DUCT B 11 0 15 0 
5 4 COMPRESR 5 0 6 7 
6 2 DUCT B 6 0 8 0 
7 5 TURBINE 8 7 9 0 
8 5 TURBINE 9 0 10 0 
9 8 MIXER 10 15 12 0 
10 2 DUCT B 12 0 13 0 
11 9 NOZZLE 13 0 14 0 
12 13 SHAFT 2 8 0 0 
13 11 SHAFT 5 7 0 0 
14 12 CONTROL 13 0 8 0 
15 12 CONTROL 9 0 7 0 
16 12 CONTROL 8 0 5 0 
17 12 CONTROL 9 0 3 0 
18 12 CONTROL 5 0 2 0 
19 12 CONTROL 2 0 1 0 
20 12 CONTROL 12 0 12 0 
21 12 CONTROL 13 0 13 0 
CONTROL INFORMATION
 
14 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 8 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 13 EQUALS 0.0
 
15 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 7 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 9 EQUALS 0.0
 
16 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 5 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 8 EQUALS 0.0
 
17 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 3 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 9 EQUALS 0.0
 
18 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 2 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 5 EQUALS 0.0
 
19 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 1 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 2 EQUALS 0.0
 
20 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 12 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 12 EQUALS 0.0
 
21 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 13 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 13 EQUALS 0.0
 




NO. TYPE DATINPI DATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DATINP6 DATINP7 DATINP8 DATINP9 
1 INLET 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 COMPRESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.100000 01 0.37610D 04 0.100000 01 0.376200 04 0.10000D 01 0.37630D 04 0.10000D 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESR 0.130000 01 0.260000-01 0.10000D 01 0.370700 04 0.10000D 01 0.370800 04 0.10000D 01 0.37090D 04 0.IO000D 01 
6 DUCT B 0.100000 00 0.0 0.0 0.26500D 04 0.94000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 TURBINE 0.400000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.38010D 04 0.10000D 01 0.380200 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
8 TUPBINE 0.25000D 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.38030D 04 0.100000 01 0.380400 04 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 
9 MIXER 0.0 0.0 0.24000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 DUCT B 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.98000D 00 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
12 SHAFT 0.400000 04 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.I0000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 1 O.IO000D 01 
13 SHAFT 0.60000D 04 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.16000D 01 0.10000D 01 
14 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 O.IO000D 01 
15 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.IOOOOD 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
16 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.IO0000 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
17 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 O.OOOOD 01 
18 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
19 CONTROL '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
20 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 
21 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 







































FAN 2 * 
DUCT
 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.550 596. 519. 1905. 1551. 6.7289 1.4005
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1258.9 26757.6 0.168 2.302 1.800 0.450
 
COMPRESSOR 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 





WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
62. 50. 50. 0. 22. 6.3 0.168 0.168 4.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN 
1.4789 16.7 0.550 6.729 8.85 19.67 68 1258.9 26758. 184. 519. 
STAGE 2
 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
86. 29. 29. 42. 18. 5.3 0.168 0.168 3.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
92. 19. 19. 38. 15. 4.7 0.168 0.168 3.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 
1.3671 16.7 0.483 3.964 11.90 '17.98 83 1151.1 16067. 184. 658.
 
FRAME WT = 278.15 
A-17 






M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.450 582. 727. 5447. 4743. 3.2206 1.3951
 
PR AD EF PO TfO HP
 
2.8600 0.8700 5447.2 726.9 16910.
 
HI HO WI CWI
 
123.95 174.07 238.50 265.00
 
************** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 940.481 
* HPC 5 * 
DUCT
 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.400 520. 727. 5447. 4880. 1.9973 1.3951
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1355.1 25943.6 0.168 0.720 1.200 0.700
 
COMPRESSOR 5 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.650 9.00 26.80 1144.7 11590.1 9790.5
 
FRAME WT = 129.77 
STAGE 1
 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
32. 14. 14. 28. 8. 3.1 0.168 0.168 3.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 

1.4051 19.8 0.400 1.997 9.38 13.40 94 1355.1 25944. 

STAGE 2 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
27. 8. 8. 23. 6. 2.6 0.168 0.168 2.81 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
21. 6. 6. 19. 5. 2.2 0.168 0.168 2.63
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 






 WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
2.44
17. 4. 4. 17. 4. 1.9 0.168 0.168 

PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 

1.2951 19.8 0.367 






















WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
14. 3. 3. 15. 4. 1.7 0.168 0.168 2.25
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
12. 3. 3. 14. 3. 1.5 0.168 0.168 2.06
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
20. 4. 4. 13. 3. 1.4 0.286 0.286 1.88
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
18. 3. 3. 12. 3. 1.4 0.286 0.286 1.69
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
17. 3. 3. 12. 3. 1.4 0.286 0.286 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 
1.2053 19.8 0.311 0.438 11.12 11.99 195 1212.8 9726. 38. 1360.
 






M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.300 544. 1436. 51236. 48231. 0.3874 1.3539
 
PP AD EF PO TO HP
 
9.4060 0.8700 51235.9 1435.6 33965.
 
HI HO WI CWI
 
174.07 352.23 134.75 61.97
 
********@** *** ** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 593.109 




RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC
 
9.414 13.363 18.000 0.055 4.596
 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT FRAME WTOT
 




































7 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
2.000 0.250 0.606 
RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM TORQ 
10.3 8.9 174.5 11590.1 184717. 
STAGE I 
DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
8.0 6.0 22.3 27.9 6.3 1.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.8453 87.3 0.300 0.606 8.89 10.33 101 







DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
10.2 12.7 46.7 37.0 9.2 1.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 













































































8 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
3.000 0.250 1.396 
RTIP RHUB DEL H 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
1.3 48.1 142.1 20.0 13.2 2.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP N8 
1.2867 29.0 0.450 1.396 4.95 9.41 39 






STAGE 2 1 
DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
1.0 49.2 145.3 12.3 11.1 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.3044 29.0 0.483 1.656 4.30 9.72 50 







DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
0.5 61.8 182.6 6.7 10.9 4.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.3246 29.0 0.517 2.001 3.26 10.12 55 














M NO VEL T TOT 































* ****** ** ** TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 808.718 
A-21
 




RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC
 
0.0 22.068 54.000 0.172 14.214
 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT WTOT
 
22.3 123.5 278.8 0.0 424.7
 
* NOZ 11 * 
NOZZLE 11
 
WEIGHT= 476.27 LENGTH= 44.136 TR WT= 

* DUCT 4 * 
************ 2 
DUCT , 4 
= 















DO DI LENG DN WT
 
2.76 0.0 44.29 0.51 75.57
 
* SHAF 13 * 
SHAFT 13
 
DO DI LENG DN WT
 




ACCS WT= 334.358 A-22
 
0.0 
WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
WEIGHT OUTPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
 
NO EST LEN LEN RI RO 
 RI RO RI RO RI RO NSTAGE
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
2 940. 24. 24. 9. 20. 0. 0. 13. 18. 0. 0. 3
 
3 0. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0. 0. 13. 16. 16. 18. 0
 
4 31. 71. 96. 17. 17. 0. 0. 17. 17. 0. 0. 0
 
5 593. 18. 43. 9. 13. 0. 0. 11. 12. 0. a. 9
 
6 267. 18. 61. 9. 13. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0
 
7 186. 8. 69. 9. 10. 0. 0. 8. 11. 0. 0. 2
 
8 809. 27. 96. 5. 9. 0. 0. 0. 11. 0. 0. 3
 
9 0. 0. 96. 0. 15. 15. 21. 0. 21. 0. 0. 0
 
10 425. 54. 150. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0
 
11 476. 44. 194. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0. 20. 0. 0. 0
 
12 76. 0. 0. 9. 20. 9. 10. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
13 17. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
=
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT= 3820. ACCESSORIES 334.36
 












r CCCCCCCCCCCr ccrcccccppoPPPPP TTTTTTT TTTTTTTTTTT
 








.. ---- r/L C/L--- C/L-----.-.-C/L ----- /L C/L--- ---- C/L---- C/) ---- C/L---- C/L---- C/L---- C/L-G. /L- C/L--------




N 	. TYPE CATIMPI OATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DATINP6 DATINP7 0A-INP8 DAT!NP9
 
I INLET 0.238500 03 0.0 0.146960 02 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
2 COMPRESP 0.180000 01 0.0 
 0.OOOO0 04 0.376100 04 0.265900 03 0.376200 04 O.0113D 01 0.376300 04 0.99222l 00
 
SPLITTER 0.770000 O 0.0 0.u 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
5 COMPRESP 0.130000 01 0.260000-01 0.514550 04 0.37070C 04 0.61418D 02 
 0.370800 04 0.90909D 00 0.37090D 04 0.132460 01
 
F nUCT 8 0.100000 00 0.0 0.0 0.265000 04 0.94000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 TURBINE O.4oooO O1 0.10000L 01 0.467330 00 0.38010U O 0.70645D 00 0.380200 04 0.967270 00 0.90244D bo 0.100000 01 
8 TURBINE 0.250000 01 0.0 0.385770 00 0.380300 04 0.72633D 00 0.380400 04 0.940120 00 0.815580 00 0.100000 01
 
9 MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.63925D 03 0.240000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
10 LUCT a 0.600OD-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
11 NOZZLF 0.472880 03 0.10000D 01 0.0 
 0.0 0.98000D 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0. 100000 01
 
12 SHAFT 0.400000 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 Ol 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01
 
i3 SHA9T 0.60000 04 0.100000 01 0.100OOD 01 0.100000 Ol 0.10000D 01 0.1000 01 O 0.10000D 01 0.100000 bl 0.100000 01
 
CLSP IDENTIFICATION SIMPLF MODEL
 
STATION PROPERTY OUTPUT DATA
 
FLCW WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL FUEL/AIR REFERRED MACH STATIC INTERFACE CORRECTED 
STATION FLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE RATIO FLOW NUMBER PRESSURE rLOW ERROR 
STATP1 STATP2 STATP3 STATP4 STATP5 STATP6 STATP7 STATPO 
1 0.23850D 03 0.146960 02 0.518670 03 0.0 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
z 0.23850D 03 0.132260 02 0.51867D 03 0.0 0.26499D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.23850D 03 0.37828D 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.10969D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.134750 03 0.378280 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.61970D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.131240 03 0.355810 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.90183D 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.35034D 01 0.355810 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.13405D 03 0.320220 03 0.26500D 04 0.214250-01 0.13906D 02 0.0 0.0 c.c 
9 0.13756D 03 0.863760 02 0.20278D 04 0.208680-01 0.46276D 02 .0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.137560 03 0.388490 02 0.172160 04 0.208680-01 0.948010 02 0.24000D 00 0.374010 02 C-O 
11 0.10375D 03 0.378280 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.47117D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 0.241310 03 0.37401D 02 0.131570 04 0.11790D-01 0.15101D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 0.24131D 03 0.351570 02 0.131570 04 0.117900-01 0.16065D 03 0.10000D Ol 0.187800 02 0.0 
14 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.11790D-01 0.160650 03 0.117290 01 0.1469tc 02 u.0 
15 0.10375D 03 0.37828D 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.477170 02 0.127340 00 0.374010 02 0.0 
COMPONENT OUTPUT DATA 
COMPONENT 
NC. TYPE DATOUTi OATOUT2 DATOUT3 DATOUT4 DATOUT5 DATOUT6 DATOUT7 DATOUT8 DATOUT9 
I INLET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.900000 0 0.IC3000 01 0.0 
2 COMPRESR -0.169120 05 0.400000 04 0.0 0.180000 01 0.400000 04 0.10000D 01 0.265900 03 0.870000-00 0.286609 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESR -0.33969D 05 0.600000 04 0.0 0.13000D 01 0.514550 04 0.985000 00 0.614180 02 0.870000 00 0.940600 01 
L DUCT B 0.0 0.10000D 00 0.0 0.21425U-01 0.0 0.10123D 05 0.0 0.940000 00 0.2o5OoD 0 
ti 7 TURBINE 0.33969D 05 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.400000 01 0.467330 00 0.568000 04 0.706450 00 0.860000 00 0.370730 01 
























11 NOZZLE 0.137850 05 0.18379D 04 0.239230 01 0.483930 03 0.472880 03 0.10000D ol 0.980000 00 0.187210 O 0.23c23 01 
12 SHAFT 0.0 0.400000 04 0.40000D 04 0.400000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 SHAFT 0.0 0.600000 04 0.60000D 04 0.600000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MACH- 0.0 ALTITUDE= 0. RECOVERY= 0.9000 0 ITERATIONS 2 PASSES 
AIRFLOW (LB/SEC) 
NET THRUST 














FUEL FLOW ELB/HR) 
NET THRUST/AIRFLOW 
BOATTAIL DRAG 









TABLE DATA INPUT SUMMARY 16 TABLES
 


































DATA STORAGE ALLOCATION 20000
 




























































CONFIGURATION DATA 15 STATIONS 21 COMPONENTS
 
COMPONENT NKIND COMPONENT UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
 
NUMBER TYPE STATIONS STATIONS
 
1 1 INLET 1 0 2 0 
2 4 COMPRESR 2 0 4 0 
3 7 SPLITTER 4 0 5 11 
4 2 DUCT B 11 0 15 0 
5 4 COMPRESR 5 0 6 7 
6 2 DUCT B 6 0 8 0 
7 5 TURBINE 8 7 9 0 
8 5 TURBINE 9 0 10 0 
9 8 MIXER 10 15 12 0 
10 2 DUCT B 12 0 13 0 
11 9 NOZZLE 13 0 14 0 
12 11 SHAFT 2 8 0 0 
13 11 SHAFT 5 7 0 0 
14 12 CONTROL 13 0 8 0 
15 12 CONTROL 9 0 7 0 
16 12 CONTROL 8 0 5 0 
17 12 CONTROL 9 0 3 0 
18 12 CONTROL 5 0 2 0 
19 12 CONTROL 2 0 1 0 
20 12 CONTROL 12 0 12 0 
21 12 CONTROL 13 0 13 0 
CONTROL INFORMATION
 
14 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT' 8 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 13 EQUALS 0.0
 
15 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 7 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 9 EQUALS 0.0
 
16 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 5 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 8 EQUALS 0.0
 
17 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 3 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 9 EQUALS 0.0
 
18 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 2 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 5 EQUALS 0.0
 
19 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT I SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 2 EQUALS 0.0
 
20 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 12 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 12 EQUALS 0.0
 
21 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 13 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 13 EQUALS 0.0
 


























2 COMPRESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.10000D Ol 0.37610D 04 0.100000 01 0.376200 04 0.100000 01 0.37630D 04 0.100000 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5"COMPRESR 










































10 DUCT B 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.980000 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
12 Sf-AFT 0.40000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
13 SHAFT 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 
14 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
00 
15 CONTROL 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 O1 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
16 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.80000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 0 























20 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 
21 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 
































































FAN 2 * 
************ 2 
DUCT 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM 
0.524 570. 519. 1905. 1579. 6.9517 1.4005 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T 
1258.9 26757.6 0.168 2.339 1.800 0.450 
COMPRESSOR 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.874 3.00 39.98 1258.9 7216.9 7216.9 






WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
65. 59. 59. 0. 26. 7.4 0.168 0.168 3.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
91. 34. 34. 51. 21. 6.2 0.168 0.168 3.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
97. 23. 23. 46. 19. 5.7 0.168 0.168 2.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 
1.3671 16.7 0.475 4.017 12.17 18.23 70 1148.1 15768. 208. 658.
 
FRAME WT = 285.15
 






M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.450 582. 727. 5447. 4743. 3.2206 1.3951
 
PR AD EF PO TO HP
 
2.8600 0.8700 5447.2 726.9 16910.
 
HI HO WI CWI
 
123.95 174.07 238.50 265.00
 
******************* TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 1028.680 
* HPC 5 * 
************ 2 
DUCT 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM 
0.450 582. 727. 5447. 4743. 1.8196 1.3951
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1285.1 23331.5 0.168 0.687 1.200 0.700
 
COMPRESSOR 5 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 








WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
24. 14. 14. 36. 10. 4.5 0.168 0.168 2.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP, STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
20. 9. 9. 29. 8. 3.6 0.168 0.168 1.94
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
16. 6. 6. 25. 7. 3.0 0.168 0.168 1.89
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
13. 4. 4. 21. 6. 2.6 0.168 0.168 1.83
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
11. 3. 3. 18. 5. 2.2 0.168 0.168 1.78
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
10. 3. 3. 16. 4. 2.0 0.168 0.168 1.72
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
9. 2. 2. 14. 4. 1.8 0.168 0.168 1.67
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
16. 3. 3. 13. 3. 1.6 0.286 0.286 1.61
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
15. 3. 3. 12. 3. 1.5 0.286 0.286 1.56
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
15. 2. 2. 11. 3. 1.4 0.286 0.286 1.50
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 
1.1824 17.8 0.315 0.426 10.59 11.47 146 1152.8 9343. 33. 1367.
 


































****** ******** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 616.477 
* PBUR 6 * 
t***********2 
BURNER NUMBER 6 
RIN ROUT LENGTH 
8.758 12.909 18.000 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT 













M NO VEL T TOT P TOT 
























7 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
2.000 0.280 0.398 
RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM TORQ 
11.0 10.1 174.5 11515.5 185913. 
STAGE I 
DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
6.4 2.3 8.4 21.7 4.0 1.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP 








DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
10.8 6.4 23.7 35.5 6.8 1.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 













M NO VEL T TOT 



























•****#******** * TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 126.028. 
* LPT 8 
************ 2 
DUCT 
M NO VEL T TOT 
























8 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
2.000 0.243 1.207 
RTIP PHUB DEL H 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
5.0 22.4 66.0 38.9 9.9 2.00 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.4669 43.4 0.550 1.207 8.83 11.54 80 







DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
6.9 27.6 81.4 34.0 9.3 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.5156 43.4 0.575 1.652 8.83 12.39 98 














M NO VEL T TOT 
































TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 469.184
************* 
** 
* AUG 10 * 
BURNER NUMBER 10 
RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC 
0.0 24.120 48.000 0.143 11.899 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT WTOT 
23.7 120.0 296.1 0.0 439.8 
NOZ 11 * 
NOZZLE 11
 
48.239 TR WT= 0.0




DUCT , 4 
62.16













DO DI LENG ON WT
 
48.74 40.03






DO DI LENG DN WT
 
18.00 14.33
4.35 3.94 1.27 

* ACCS WT * 
ACCS WT= 301.414 A-34
 
WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
WEIGHT OUTPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
COMP WT COMP 
 ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
 
NO EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO RI RO RI 
 RO NSTAGE
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. a. 0
 
2 1132. 29. 29. 9. 20. 0. 
 0. 13. 18. 0. 0. 3
 
3 0. 0. 29. 0. 0. 0. 0. 13. 16. 16. 18. 0
 
4 32. 62. 91. 16. 18. 0. 0. 16. 18. 0. 0. 0
 
5 678. 25. 54. 9. 
 13. 0. 0. 11. 11. a. 0. 10
 
6 275. 18. 72. 9. 13. 
 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0
 
7 139. 5. 78. 
 10. 11. 0. 0. 10. 13. 0. 0. 2 
8 516. 13. 91. 9. 12. 0. 0. 9. 14. 0. 0. 2
 
9 0. 0. 91. 4. 16. 16. 21. 4. 21. 0. 0. 0
 
10 484. 48. 139. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0
 
11 626. 48. 187. 0. 24. 
 0. 0. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0
 
12 44. 0. 0. 9. 20. 10. 11. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0
 
13 16. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT= 3941. ACCESSORIES= 301.41
 














C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPPPPPP T TTTTTTTT I
 
C CCCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCCCCPPPPPPP TTTTTT T
 
CCC CCCCCCC 	 PPPPPPP TTTTTTTTTTT
 
C/L 	 CIL-- --- CL - - ­
----- C/L ----- C/L------C/L-.....CL 	 C/L -----..... L-L CIL-. )/L-- CIL - - CiL- CL -C/L 
Ch 	UPDATED INPUT DATA TO REFLECT CALCULATED INPUT 
CCMPONENT 
NO. TYPE DATINPI DATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DAtINP6 DATINP7 DATINP8 DATINP9 
1 INLET 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.14696D 02 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 06 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 COMPRESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.400000 04 0.376100 04 0.26590D 03 0.37620D 04 0.101130 01 0.37630D 04 0.99222D 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 SPLITTER 0.77000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0
 
5 COMPRESR 0.130000 01 0.26000D-01 0.514550 04 0.37070D 04 0.61418D 02 0.37080D 04 0.90909D 00 0.370900 04 0.13246D 01
 
6 DUCT B 0.10000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.26500D 04 0.94000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
7 TURBINE 0.40000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.46733D 00 0.380100 04 0.706450 00 0.38020D 04 0.96727D 00 0.90244D00 O.IO000D 01
 
8 TURBINE 0.25000D 01 0.0 0.38577D 00 0.38030D 04 0.72633D 00 0.38040D 04 0.94012D 00 0.815580 00 O.OOOOD 01
 
C 	 9 MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.63925D 03 0.24000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
10 DUCT S 0.6000OD-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
11 NOZZLE 0.47288D 03 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 	 0.980000 00 0.100 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01
 
0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.1000D 01 0.100000 01
2' 12 SHAFT 0.400000 04 O.0000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 

Ol
0.10000D 01 0.100000DO.OOOOD 01
4 5 13 SHAFT 0.60000D 04 0.100001 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 





STATION PROPERTY OUTPUT DATA
 
FLOW WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL FUEL/AIR REFERRED MACH STATIC INTERFACE CORRECTED
 
STATION FLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE RATIO FLOW NUMBER PRESSURE FLOW ERROR
 
STATPI STATP2 STATP3 STATP4 STATP5 STATP6 STATP7 STATP8
 
1 0.23850D 03 0.14696D 02 0.518b70 03 0.0 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
2 0.23850D 03 0.13226D 02 0.51867D 03 0.0 0.26499D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
4 0.23850D 03 0.378280 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.10969D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
5 0.134750 03 0.37828D 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.61970D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
6 0.131240 03 0.3550D 03 0.143560 04 0.0 0.90183D 01 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
7 0.350340 01 0.3550D 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
8 0.134050 03 0.32022D 03 0.265000 04 0.21425D-01 0.139060 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
9 0.13756D 03 0.86376D 02 0.202780 04 0.208680-01 0.462760 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
10 0.137560 03 0.38849D 02 0.172160 04 0.208680-01 0.94801D 02 0.24000D 00 0.37401D 02 0.0
 
11 0.10375D 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.477170 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
12, 0.241310 03 0.37401D 02 0.13157D 04 0.117900-01 0.15101D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
13 0.241310 03 0.35157D 02 0.13157D 04 0.11790D-01 0.160650 03 0.100000 01 0.18780D 02 0.0
 
14 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.131570 04 0.117900-01 0.160650 03 0.117290 01 0.146960 02 0.0
 






NO. TYPE DATOUTI DATOUT2 OATOUT3 DATOUT4 DATOUT5 DATOUT6 DATOUT7 DATOUT8 DATOUT9
 
1 INLET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.10000D 01 0.0
 
2 COMPRESR -0.169120 05 0.400000 04 0.0 0.180000 01 0.400000 04 0.100000 01 0.26590D 03 0.87000D 00 0.286000 01
 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
5 COMPRESR -0.33969D 05 0.60000D 04 0.0 0.13000D 01 0.51455D 04 0.98500D 00 0.614180 02 0.87000D 00 0.940600 01
 
ta 	 f DUCT B 0.0 0.100000 00 0.0 0.214250-01 0.0 0.101230 05 0.0 0.540000 00 0.26500D 04 
7 TURBINE 0.339690 05 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.40000D 01 0.467330 00 0.56800D 04 0.70645D 00 0.86000D 00 0.370730 01 
8 TURBINE 0.169120 05 0.400000 04 0.10000D 01 0.25000D 01 0.385770 00 0.52440D 04 0.72633D 00 0.86000D 00 0.22234D 01 
s MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.63925D 03 0.10387D 01 0.10114D 01 0.472740 03 0.167730 03 0.0 0.94990D-16 0.10000D 01 
10 DUCT 8 0.0 0.60000D-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
11 NOZZLE 0.137850 05 0.18379D 04 0.23923D 01 0.48393D 03 0.47288D 03 0.100000 01 0.98000D 00 0.187210 01 0.23923D 01
 
12 SHAFT 0.0 0.400000 04 0.40000D 04 0.400000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
13 SHAFT 0.0 0.60000D 04 0.600000 04 0.600000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
MACH= 0.0 ALTITUDE= 0. RECOVERY= 0.9000 0 ITERATIONS 2 PASSES
 
AIRFLOW (LB/SEC) 238.50 GROSS THRUST 13785.01 FUEL FLOW (LB/HR) 10122.81
 
NET THRUST 13785.01 TSFC 0.7343 NET THRUST/AIRFLOW 57.7988
 
TOTAL INLET DRAG 0.0 TOTAL BRAKE SHAFT HP 0.0 BOATTAIL DRAG 0.0
 






TABLE DATA INPUT SUMMARY 16 TABLES
 


































DATA STORAGE ALLOCATION 20000
 


























































CONFIGURATION DATA 15 STATIONS 21 COMPONENTS
 
COMPONENT NKIND COMPONENT UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
 




1 1 INLET 1 0 2 0
 
2 4 COMPRESR 2 0 4 0
 
3 7 SPLITTER 4 0 5 11
 
4 2 DUCT B 11 0 15 0
 
5 4 COMPRESR 5 0 6 7
 
6 2 DUCT B 6 0 8 0
 
7 5 TURBINE 8 7 9 0
 
8 5 TURBINE 9 0 10 0
 
9 8 MIXER 10 15 12 0
 
10 2 DUCT B 12 0 13 0
 
11 9 NOZZLE 13 0 14 0
 
12 11 SHAFT 2 8 0 0
 
.13 11 SHAFT 5 7 0 0
 
14 12 CONTROL 13 0 8 0
 
15 12 CONTROL 9 0 7 0
 
16 12 CONTROL 8 0 5 0
 
17 12 CONTROL 9 0 3 0
 
18 12 CONTROL 5 0 2 0
 
19 12 CONTROL 2 0 1 0
 
20 12 CONTROL 12 0 12 0
 




14 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 8 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 13 EQUALS 0.0 
15 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 7 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 9 EQUALS 0.0 ­
16 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 5 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 8 EQUALS 0.0 
17 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 3 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 9 EQUALS 0.0 
18 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 2 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 5 EQUALS 0.0 
19 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT I SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 2 EQUALS 0.0 
20 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 12 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 12 EQUALS 0.0 






NO. TYPF DATINPI DATINP2 DATINPi DATINP4 OATINP5 OATINP6 CATINP7 OATINP8 uATINP9 
1 INLET 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.u 
2 COMPPESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.100000 01 0.37610C 04 0.100000 01 0.376200 04 O.10000D Ul 0.37tOD 04 0.10030 01 
3 SPLITTER 



















5 COMPPESR 0.13000D 01 0.260000-01 O.10O0D 01 0.37070D 04 0.10000D 01 0.370800 04 0.10000D 01 0.370900 04 0.1000D 01 
6 DUCT 8 0.10000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.26500D 04 0.940000 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 





















O 0.100000 01 
0.0 
10 DUCT B 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.980000 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
12 SHAFT 0.400000 04 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
13 SHAFT 0.600000 04 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 O.1O0000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 
14 CONTPOL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.800000 Ol 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 

























18 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
19 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 
20 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 Ol 0.0 0.10000D 01 
21 CONTROL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.800000 01 0.0 0.10000D 01 































































* FAN 2 * 
************ 2 
DUCT 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM 
0.524 570. 5190 1905. 1579. 6.9517 1.4005 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1258.9 15927.2 0.100 1.393 1.800 0.450
 
COMPRESSOR 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.874 3.00 39.98 1258.9 1216.9 7216.9 
FRAME WT = 236.83 
A-41 
STAGE 1 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
48. 35. 0. 0. 11. 3.-i 0.-00 04168 3.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
38. 24. 0. 24. 9. 2.9 0.100 0.168 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR 
31. 18. 0. 24. 9. 2.9 0.100 0.168 2.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 
1.3671 16.7 0.475 4.017 8.99 16.28 52 1025.3 11248. 
WEIGHT TIN 
81. 658. 










































































U TIP C RPM C RPM 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
31. 14. 14. 36. 10. 4.5 0.168 0.168 2.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP 'NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




wD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
32. 8. 8. 28. 8. 3.5 0.168 0.168 1.94
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD, WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
28. 6. 6. 23. 7. 2.9 0.168 0.168 1.89
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN 
1.2948 17.8 0.420 1.171 10.48 12.79 78 1413.6 18215. 70. 873. 
STAGE 4
 
WD WB WS WN WC CL -RHOB RHOD- AR
 
24. 4. 4. 19. 6. 2.4 0.168 0.168 ,1.83
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB 'R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
21. 3. 3. 17. 5. 2.1 0.168 0.168 1.78
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
18. 3. 3. 15. 4. 1.8 0.168 0.168 1.72
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
16. 2. 2. 13. 4. 1.6 0.168 0.168 1.67 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN 
1.2173 17.8 0.360 0.608 11.65 12.79 140 1413.6 9476. 36. 1159. 
STAGE 8
 
WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
28. 3. 3. 12. 3. 1.4 0,286 0.286 1.61
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
25. 2. 2. 11. 3. 1.3 0.286 0.286 1.56
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
23. 2. 2. 10. 3. 1.2 0.286 0.286 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB -R TIP NB U TIP STR - WEIGHT TIN
 







































*** ******* ** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 576.837 
PBUR 6 
************ 2 
BURNER NUMBER 6 
RIN ROUT LENGTH 
18.842 21.094 18.000 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT 








































7 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
1.000 0.280 0.398 
RTIP RHUB DEL H 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
18.3 1.7 6.4 29.4 3.9 1.50 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 












M NO VEL T TOT 




























*** ************ TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 59.662 
* 	 LPT 8 * 




M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.550 1149. 2028. 12438. 10245. 1.2072 1.3127
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
727.0 11708.5 0.286 0.777 1.000 0.765
 
TURBINE 8 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
HIT N STG LOADING AREA
 
0.765 	 2.000 0.243 1.207
 
UT RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM TORQ
 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
5.0 22.4 66.0 38.9 9.9 2.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH
 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
5.6 29.3 86.6 31.1 9.4 3.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH
 
1.5156 43.4 0.575 1.652 8.23 11.98 90 754.3 16019. 162.04 4.38
 
FRAME WT = 144.40
 






M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.600 1154. 1722. 5594. 4436. 2.3313 1.3249
 
PR TR AD EF PO TO TO.1
 
2.2236 1.1779 0.8600 5593.7 1721.5 1721.5
 
H IN H OUT AREA FLOW HP
 
524.77 437.87 16.80 137.56 16912.
 
******************* TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 448.624 
* 	 FMIX 9 * 
LENGTH= 29.28 WEIGHT = 218.11 
A-45
 
* DBUR 10 * 
BURNER NUMBER 10
 
PIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC
 
0.0 24.120 48.000 0.143 11.899
 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT WTOT
 








WEIGHT= 206.89 LENGTH= 48.239 TR WT= 0.0
 


















DO DI LENG ON WT
 
3.54 3.01 42.26 0.65 34.71
 
* SHAF 13 * 
SHAFT 13
 
00 DI LENG ON WT
 
4.32 3.94 18.00 1.39 13.04
 





WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
WEIGHT OUTPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
 
NO EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO RI RO RI RO NSTAGE
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
2 715. 14. 14. 9. 20. 0. 0. 9. 15. 0. 0. 3
 
3 0. 0. 14. 0. 0. 0. 0. 9- 13. 13. 15. 0
 
4 19. 56. 69. 13. 15. 0. 0. 13. 15. 0. 0. 0
 
5 577. 23. 36. 9. 13. 0. 0. 12. 13. 0. 0. 10
 
6 215. 18. 54. 19. 21. 0. 0. 19. 21. 0. 0. 0
 
7 60. 2. 56. 13. 14. 0. 0. 12. 14. 0. 0. 1
 
8 449. 14. 69. 9. 12. 0. 0. 7. 13. 0. 0. 2
 
9 218. 29. 99. 0. 15. 15. 21. 0. 21. 0. 0. 0
 
10 440. 48. 147. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0
 
11 207. 48. 195. 0. 24. 0. 0. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0
 
12 35. 0. 0. 9. 20. 13. 14. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
13 13. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT= 2947. ACCESSORIES= 273.97
 















C C CCCCCCCCCCP TTTTTTTTTT MMM
 








...-.C/L-- C/L---- C/L---- C/L-- C/L---- MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMBBBBBBBB)BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB--- C/L-- C/L---- C/L
 
UPDATED INPUT DATA TO REFLECT CALCULATED INPUT
 
COMPONENT 
NO. TYPE DATINPI DATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DATINP6 DATINP7 DATINP8 DATINP9 
I INLET 0.238500 03 0.0 0.146960 02 0.0 0.0 0.900000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 COMPRESR 0.180000 01 0.0 0.400000 04 0.376100 04 0.26590D 03 0.376200 04 0.10113D 01 0.376300 04 0.99222D 00 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESR 0.130000 01 0.260000-01 0.514550 04 0.370700 04 0.614180 02 0.370800 04 0.909090 00 0.37090D 04 0.13246U 01 
6 DUCT B 0.100000 00 0.0 0.0 0.265000 04 0.94000D 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 TURBINE 0.400000 01 0.100000 01 0.46733D 00 0.380100 04 0.706450 00 0.380200 04 0.967270 00 0.90244D 00 0.100000 01 
8 TURBINE 0.25000D 01 0.0 0.385770 00 0.380300 04 0.72633D 00 0.380400 04 0.940120 00 0.81558D 00 0.10000D 01 
9 MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.639250 03 0.240000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 DUCT 8 0.60000D-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.183000 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 NOZZLE 0.47288D 03 0.100000 01 0.0 0.0 0.98000D 00 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 
12 SHAFT 0.400000 04 O.I000D 01 0.100000 01 0.10OOOD 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
13 SHAFT 0.60000D 04 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
CASE IDENTIFICATION SIMPLE MODEL 
STATION PROPERTY OUTPUT DATA
 
FLOW WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL FUEL/AIR REFERRED MACH STATIC INTERFACE CORRECTED
 
STATION FLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE RATIO FLOW NUMBER PRESSURE FLOW ERROR
 
STATPI STATP2 STATP3 STATP4 STATP5 STATP6 STATP7 STATPS 
1 0.23850D 03 0.14696D 02 0.51867D 03 0.0 0.238500 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.238500 03 0.13226D 02 0.518670 03 0.0 0.26499D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.238500 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.10969D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.134750 03 0.378280 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.619700 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.131240 03 0.355810 03 0.143560 04 0.0 0.90183D 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0.35034C 01 0.355810 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.13405D 03 0.32022D 03 0.26500D 04 0.214250-01 0.139060 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9 0.137560 03 0.86376D 02 0.202780 04 0.20868D-01 0.46276D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 0.137560 03 0.38B490 02 0.17216D 04 0.20868D-01 0.94801D 02 0.240000 00 0.374010 02 0.0
 
11 0.103750 03 0.37828D 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.477170 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
12 0.24131D 03 0.374010 02 0.131570 04 0.117900-01 0.151010 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
13 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.117900-01 0.160650 03 0.10000D 01 0.18780D 02 0.0
 
14 0.24131D 03 0.35157D 02 0.131570 04 0.117900-01 0.160650 03 0.11729D 0l 0.146960 02 0.0
 





NC. TYPE DATOUT1 DATOUT2 DATOUT3 DATOUT4 DATOUT5 DATOUT6 DATOUT7 DATOUT8 DATOUT9 
I INLET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100000 01 0.100000 Ol 0.0 0.900000 00 0.100000 01 0.0 
2 COMPRESR -0.16912D 05 0.40000D 04 0.0 0.18000D 01 0.40000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.265900 03 0.870000 00 0.286000 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.77000D000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESP -0.339690 05 0.60000D 04 0.0 0.130000 01 0.51&550 04 0.985000 00 0.614180 02 0.87000D 00 0.940600 01 
'0 6 DUCT B 0.0 0.100000 00 0.0 0.214250-01 0.0 0.101230 05 0.0 0.940000 00 0.26500D 04
 
7 TURBINE 0.339690 05 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.400000 01 0.467330 00 0.56800D 04 0.706450 00 0.860000 00 0.370730 01
 
8 TURBINE 0.169120 05 0.400000 04 0.10000D 01 0.25000D 01 0.38577D 00 0.524400 04 0.726330 00 0.860000 00 0.222340 01
 
9 MIXER 0.70773D 03 0.63925D 03 0.103870 01 0.10114D 01 0.47274D 03 0.16773D 03 0.0 0.949900-16 0.10000D 01
 
10 DUCT 8 0.0 0.600000-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IL NOZZLE 0.13785D 05 0.103790 04 0.23923D 01 0.48393D 03 0.472880 03 0.10000D 01 0.98000D 00 0.18721D 01 0.23923D 01 
12 SHAFT 0.0 0.400000 04 0.400000 04 0.400000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 SHAFT 0.0 0.600000 04 0.60000D 04 0.60000D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
MACH= 0.0 ALTITUDE= 0. RECOVERY= 0.9000 0 ITERATIONS 2 PASSES
 
AIFFLOW (LB/SEC) 238.50 GROSS THRUST 13785.01 FUEL FLOW (LB/HR) 10122.81
 
NET THRUST 13785.01 TSFC 0.7343 NET THRUST/AIRFLOW 57.7988
 
TOTAL INLET DRAG 0.0 TOTAL BRAKE SHAFT HP 0.0 BOATTAIL DRAG 0.0
 






&D LONG=F,DRAW FBOAT=T,SPILL=TAMIN 1.6 FEND
 
TABLE DATA INPUT SUMMARY 16 TABLES
 


































DATA STORAGE ALLOCATION 20000
 


























































CONFIGURATION DATA 15 STATIONS 21 COMPONENTS
 
COMPONENT NKIND COMPONENT UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
 
NUMBER TYPE STATIONS STATIONS
 
OF HFL2ODUoBmITY 
19 PO12otAIGINAL PAGE 
1 1 INLET 1 0 2 0 
2 4 COMPRESR 2 0 4 0 
3 7 SPLITTER 4 0 5 11 
4 2 DUCT B 11 0 15 0 
5 4 COMPRESR 5 0 6 7 
6 2 DUCT B 6 0 8 0 
7 5 TURBINE 8 7 9 0 
8 5 TURBINE 9 0 10 0 
9 8 MIXER 10 15 12 0 
10 2 DUCT B 12 0 13 0 
11 9 NOZZLE 13 0 14 0 
12 11 SHAFT 2 8 0 0 
13 11 SHAFT 5 7 0 0 
14 12 CONTROL 13 0 8 0 
15 12 CONTROL 9 0 7 0 
16 12 CONTROL 8 0 5 0 
17 12 CONTROL 9 0 3 0 
18 12 CONTROL 5 0 2 0 
19 12 CONTROL 2 0 1 0 
20 12 CONTROL 12 0 12 0 
21 12 CONTROL 13 0 13 0 
CONTROL INFORMATION 
14 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 8 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 13 EQUALS 0.0 
15 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 7 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 9 EQUALS 0.0 
16 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 5 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 8 EQUALS 0.0 
17 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 3 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 9 EQUALS 0.0 
18 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT 2 SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 5 EQUALS 0.0 
19 VARY DATINP 1 OF COMPONENT I SO THAT STATP 8 OF FLOW STATION 2 EQUALS 0.0 
20 VARY DATINP I OF COMPONENT 12 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 12 EQUALS 0.0 
21 VARY OATINP I OF COMPONENT 13 SO THAT DATOUT 8 OF COMPONENT 13 EQUALS 0.0 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* FAN 2 * 
DUCT
 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.524 570. 519. 1905. 1579. 6.9517 1.4005
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1258.9 26757.6 0.168 2.339 1.800 0.450
 
COMPRESSOR 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.874 3.00 39.98 1258.9 7216.9 7216.9
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
65. 59. 59. 0. 26. 7.4 0.168 0.168 3.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 





WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
91. 34. 34. 51. 21. 6.2 0.168 0.168 3.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 

1.4155 16.7 0.499 5.180 11.02 18.95 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
97. 23. 23. 46. 19. 5.7 0.168 0.168 2.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR 

1.3671 16.7 0.475 4.017 12.17 18.23 70 1148.1 15768. 

FRAME WT = 285.15
 






M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.450 582. 727. 5447. 4743. 3.2206 1.3951
 
PP AD EF PO TO HP
 
2.8600 0.8700 5447.2 726.9 16910.
 
HI HO WI CWI
 
123.95 174.07 238.50 265.00
 







M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
582. 727. 5447. 4743. 1.8196 1.3951
0.450 

U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR HIT
 
1285.1 23331.5 0.168 0.687 1.200 0.700
 
COMPRESSOR 5 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
LOADING N STG DIAM U TIP C RPM C RPM
 
0.651 10.00 25.58 1085.6 11515.5 9727.5
 

















WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
24. 14. 14. 36. 10. 4.5 0.168 0.168 2.00
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
20. 9. 9. 29. 8. 3.6 0.168 0.168 1.94
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WE WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
16. 6. 6. 25. 7. 3.0 0.168 0.168 1.89
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
13. 4. 4. 21. 6. 2.6 0.168 0.168 1.83
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
11. 3. 3. 18. 5. 2.2 0.168 0.168 1.78
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
10. 3. 3. 16. 4. 2.0 0.168 0.168 1.72
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
9. 2. 2. 14. 4. 1.8 0.168 0.168 1.67
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
16. 3. 3. 13. 3. 1.6 0.286 0.286 1.61
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB PHOD AR
 
15. 3. 3. 12. 3. 1.5 0.286 0.286 1.56
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 




WD WB WS WN WC CL RHOB RHOD AR
 
15. 2. 2. 11. 3. 1.4 0.286 0.286 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT TIN
 










M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.300 544. 1436. 51236. 48231. 0.3874 1.3539
 
PR AD EF PO TO HP
 
9.4060 0.8700 51235.9 1435.6 33965.
 
HI HO WI CWI
 
174.07 352.23 134.75 61.97
 
*************** TOTAL COMP WEIGHT IS 616.477 
PBUR 6 * 
BURNER NUMBER 6
 
RIN ROUT LENGTH MACH WSPEC
 
8.758 12.909 18.000 0.055 4.596
 
CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT INC WT FRAME WTOT
 
24.2 40.4 17.8 16.4 151.3 250.2
 
* HPT 7 
DUCT
 
M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM
 
0.500 1186. 2621. 46112. 39327. 0.3977 1.2968
 
U TIP STRESS DEN W/AREA TR H/T
 
1106.0 9819.5 0.286 0.246 1.000 0.922
 
TURBINE 7 MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
H/T N STG LOADING AREA
 
0.922 2.000 0.280 0.398
 
UT RTIP RHUB DEL H RPM TORQ
 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
6.4 2.3 8.4 21.7 4.0 1.50
 
PP DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH
 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR
 
10.8 6.4 23.7 35.5 6.8 1.50
 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB U TIP STR WEIGHT LENGTH
 
2.0063 87.3 0.525 0.666 10.14 11.55 116 1160.9 16456. 83.19 3.29
 




































*******m******** TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 126.028 





























8 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
N STG LOADING AREA 
2.000 0.243 1.207 
RTIP RHUB DEL H 




DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
5.0 22.4 66.0 38.9 9.9 2.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.4669 43.4 0.550 1.207 8.83 11.54 80 







DISK BLADE VANE HWD CASE AR 
6.9 27.6 81.4 34.0 9.3 3.00 
PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB 
1.5156 43.4 0.575 1.652 8.83 12.39 98 














M NO VEL T TOT 
































TOTAL TURB WEIGHT IS 469.184
******************* 
#**** ** **** *** 





















 57.604 TR WT= 0.0
WEIGHT= 295.02 LENGTH

* DUCT 4 * 
* * 
DUCT , 4 
17.69 LENG= 62.16








* SHAF 12 * 




DO DI LENG ON WT
 
3.54 3.01 48.74 0.65 40.03
 
* SHAF 13 * 
SHAFT 13
 
DO DI LENG ON WT
 
4.35 3.94 18.00 1.27 14.33
 
* ACCS WT * 
A-58
ACCS WT= 262.021 

WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
WEIGHT OUTPUT DATA IN ENGL UNITS
 
COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
 
NO EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO RI RO RI RO NSTAGE
 
1 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. a. a. o. 0. 0. 0
 
2 1029. 29. 29. 9. 20. 0. 0. 13. 18. 0. 0. 3
 
3 0. 0. 29. 0. 0. 0. 0. 13. 16. 16. 18. 0
 
4 29. 62. 91. 16. 18. 0. 0. 16. 18. 0. 0. 0
 
5 616. 25. 54. 9. 13. 0. 0. 11. 11. 0. 0. 10
 
6 250. 18. 72. 9. 13. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0
 
7 126. 5. 78. 10. 11. 0. 0. 10. 13. 0. 0. 2
 
8 469. 13. 91. 9. 12. 0. 0. 9. 14. 0. 0. 2
 
9 0. 0. 91. 4. 16. 16. 21. 4. 21. 0. 0. 0
 
10 46. 58. 149. 0. 29. 0. 0. 0. 29. 0. 0. 0
 
11 295. 58. 206. 0. 29. 0. 0. 0. 27. 0. 0. 0
 
12 40. 0. 0. 9. 20. 10. 11. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
13 14. 0. 0. 9. 13. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0
 
TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT= 2915. ACCESSORIES= 262.02
 


















. .-- ----- C/L ----- C/L-L..C/L C/L .-..- -/L -- C/DODDDDDDOODDODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD-C/L
--- C/L .--- C/L- C/L--------




NO. TYPE DATINPI DATINP2 DATINP3 DATINP4 DATINP5 DATINP6 DATINP7 OATINP8 DATINP9
1 INLET 0.23850D 03 0.0 0.14696D 02 
 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.0 0.0 - 0.0
2 :OMPRESR 0.180000 Ol O.O 0.40000D 04 0.37610D 04 0.265900 03 0.376200 04 0.10113D 01 0.37630D 04 
 0.9522Z3 00
3 SPLITTER 0.77000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0
4 DUCT 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 COMPRESR 0.13000D 01 0.26000D-01 0.514550 04 0.37070D 04 0.61418D 02 0.37080D 04 0.90909D 00 
 0.3TO90D 04 0.13246D 01
6 DUCT B 0.10000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.26500D 04 0.94000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 
 0.0 0.0
7 TURBINE 0.40000 01 0.1OOOOD 01 0.46733D 00 0.30010D 04 0.70645D 00 0.380200 04 0.96727D 00 
 0.90244D 00 0.100000 01
8 TUSBINE 0.250000 01 0.0 0.385770 00 0.38030D 04 0.T2633D 00 0.380400 04 
 0.94012D 00 0.61558D00bO.lO000D 01
9 MIXER 0.707730 03 0.639250 03 0.24000D 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 DUCT 6 0.60000D-01 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.90000D 00 0.18300D 05 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 NOZZLE 0,472880 03 0.10000D 01 0.0 
 0.0 0.980000 00 O.10000D 01 
 0.0 0.0 O.IO00OD 01
12 SHAFT 0.40000D 04 0.10OOOD Ol 0.10000Do 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 
 O.OOOOD 01 0.100000 0 0.100000 01 O.ioOOD O
13 SHAFT 0.600000 04 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 O.000D 01 
 O.IOOOOD01 0.10000D 01 0.10000 O 0.10000D OL 0.10000D O1
 
CASE IDENTIFICATION SIMPLE MODEL
 
STATION PROPERTY OUTPUT DATA
 
FLO6 WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL FUEL/AIR REFFRRPED MACH STATIC INTERFACE CORRECTED
 
STATION PLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE RATIO FLOW NUMBER PRESSURE FLOW ERROR
 
STATPI STATP2 STATP3 STATP4 STATP5 STATP6 STATP7 STATP8
 
I 0.238500 03 0.1&6960 02 0.518670 03 0.0 0.238500 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
2 0.23850D 03 0.132260 02 0.51867D 03 0.0 0.26499D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
4 0.23850D 03 0.378280 02 0.726870 03 0.0 0.109690 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
5 0.134750 03 0.378280 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.61970D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
6 0.131240 03 0.355810 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.901830 01 C.0 0.0 0.0
 
7 0.35034D 01 0.355810 03 0.14356D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
8 0.134050 03 0.320220 03 0.265000 04 0.21425D-01 0.13906D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
9 0.13756D 03 0.863760 02 0.20278D 04 0.208680-01 0.46276D 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
10 0.137560 03 0.388490 02 0.17216D 04 0.20868D-01 0.94801D 02 0.240000 00 0.374010 02 0.0
 
11 0.103750 03 0.37828D 02 0.72687D 03 0.0 0.477170 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
12 0.24131f 03 0.374010 02 0.13157D 04 0.117900-01 0.15101D 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
13 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.IlThOD-01 0.160650 03 0.10000D 01 0.187800 02 0.0
 
1A 0.241310 03 0.351570 02 0.13157D 04 0.11790D-01 0.16065D 03 0.11729D 01 0.14t960 02 0.0
 






NO. TYPE DATOUTI DATOUT2 DATOUT3 DATOUT4 CATOUT5 DATOUT6 OATOUT7 OATOUT8 OATOUT9
 
I INLET 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10000D 01 0.10000D 01 0.0 0.900000 00 0.100000 01 0.0
 
2 COMPRESR -0.169120 05 0.40000D 04 0.0 0.180000 01 0.40000D 04 0.100000 01 0.265900 03 0.870000 00 0.286000 01 
3 SPLITTER 0.770000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 DUCT B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 COMPRESR -0.339690 05 0.600000 04 0.0 0.130000 01 0.51455004 0.985000 00 0.614180 02 0.87000D 00 0.940600 01 
6 DUCT B 0.0 0.100000 00 0.0 0.214250-01 0.0 0.101230 05 0.0 0.940000 00 0.265000 04 
7 TURBINE 0.339690 05 0.60000D 04 0.10000D 01 0.40000D 01 0.467330 00 0.568000 04 0.706450 00 0.860000 00 0.370730 01 
8 TURBINE 0.169120 05 0.400000 04 O.io000D 01 0o.25000Do 0.38577D 00 0.524400 04 0.72633C 00 0.86000D 00 0.222340 01 
9 MIXER 0.707730 03 0.639250 03 0.103870 01 0.101140 01 0.472740 03 0.167730 03 0.0 0.949900-16 0.10000D 01 
10 DUCT B 0.0 0.600OOD-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
11 NOZZLE 0.137850 05 0.183790 04 0.239230 01 0.483930 03 0.472880 03 0.10000D 01 0.980000 00 0.187210 01 0.239230 01
 
12 SHAFT 0.0 0.400000 04 0.40000D 04 0.40000D 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
13 SHAFT 0.0 0.600000 04 0.600000 04 0.600000 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
MACH= 0.0 ALTITUOE= 0. RECOVERY= 0.9000 0 ITERATIONS 2 PASSES
 
AIPFLOW (LB/SECI 238.50 GROSS THRUST 13785.01 FUEL FLOW (LB/fl 10122.81
 
NET THRUST 13785.01 TSFC 0.7343 NET THRUST/AIRFLOW 57.7988
 
TOTAL INLET DRAG 0.0 TOTAL BRAKE SHAFT HP 0.0 BOATTAIL DRAG 0.0
 
INSTALLED THRUST 13785.01 INSTALLED TSFC 0.7343 SPILLAGE + LIP DRAG 0.0
 
APPENDIX B - Source Listing 
By programming standards each routine starts with an extensive set of COMMENT cards which 
describe the subroutine purpose, use, required subroutines, history, and glossary of variable names 
and descriptions The listing of NNEP has been skipped to save space. The changes to NNEP 
necessary to append the weight estimating routines are. 
1. Add calls to WTEST in MAIN and NEPCAL 
2 Incorporate common WMECH in routine INPUT 
3 Incorporate vanables IWT and IPLT in namelist statement D in routine INPUT 
SUBROUTINE Page 
COMP - Initialize Compressor Conditions B-2
 
CMECH - Compressor Mechanical Design B-12
 
CWT - Compressor Weight Calculations B-21
 
COMBWT - Combustor Weight Calculations B-24
 
DUCTWT - Duct Weight Calculations B-29
 
DUCT - Inlet Area Calculation B-33
 
DUCT1 - Stage Mach Number of Area Calculation B-36
 
EFFD - Component Polytropic Calculation B-38
 
FRAME - Frame Weight Calculations B-40
 
STESSS - Blade Pull Stress Calculations B-42
 
SHAFT - Shaft Weight Calculations B-44
 
TURB - Initialize Turbine Conditions 





TURWT - Turbine Weight Calculations B-62
 
WMIXR-Mixer Weight Calculation B-65
 
B-68WSPLT-Splitter Radii Calculation 










B-84DTRAP-Trapezoid Plotting Routine 

ENGPLT-Engine Plotting Routine B-86
 
B-90
DUMMY-Dimension Transfer Routine 
B-92
HMEC-Heat Exchanger Weight Calculation 
B-97












C .... . .
 
C THIS ROUTINE INITIALIZES THE INLET AND EXIT
 
C CONDITIONS FOR ALL TYPES OF COMPRESSORS AND
 
















C CMECH DOES THE MECHANICAL DESIGN 
C DUCT CALCULATES AREA BASED ON MACH 
C DUCTi CALCULATES AREA BASED ON MACH OR 
C MACH BASED ON AREA 
C EFFD CALCULATES POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY FROM 






























C NAME CRIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTICN 
C -----------------
C ICOMP APG L COMPONENT NUMBER 
C IP 0 PRINT INDICATOR 
C NCC COMPONENT NUMBER 
C NC COMPONENT TYPE 
C I= FAN 
C 3= CGMPRESSGR 
C NODEI INLET NODE 
C NGGEG OUTLET NODE 
C Wl AIRFLOW IN 
C PI PRESSURE IN 
C TI TEMPERATURE IN 
C pp PRESSURE RATIO 
C EF ADAIBATIC EFFICIENCY 



































































LOCATION INDICATOR FOR DEFAUL
 












































NODE IN ON OUTER
 
NODE IN ON INNER
 
AIRFLOW IN ON INNER
 
AIRFLOW IN ON CUTER
 








NODE OUT CN OUTER
 
NODE OUT ON INNER
 
TEMPERATURE GUT ON OUTER
 
TEMPERATURE OUT ON INNER
 
AIRFLOW GUT ON OUTER
 








PRESSURE IN ON INNER
 
TEMPERATURE IN ON INNER
 
AIRFLOW IN ON INNER
 
PRESSURE IN ON CUTER
 
TEMPERATURE IN ON OUTER
 
AIRFLOW IN ON CUTtR
 




C FAD F/A RATIO OF OUTER 
C XMII MACH IN ON INNER 
C XMIO MACH IN ON CUTER 
C GAI GAMMA INNER 
C GAO GAMMA OUTER 
C ATI TOTAL INLET AREA 
C ARI AREA RATIO IN - A OUTER/A TOTAL
 
C PCI PRESSURE OUT ON INNER
 
C TOI TEMPERATURE OUT ON INNER
 
C WOI AIRFLOW OUT ON INNER
 
C FOI F/A RATIO OUT ON INNER
 
C POC PRESSURE OUT ON OUTER
 
C TOO TEMPERATURE OUT ON OUTER
 
C WOC AIRFLOW OUT ON OUTER
 
C FOO F/A RATIO CUT ON OUTER
 
C XMOI MACH OUT ON INNER
 
C XMOO MACH OUT ON OUTER
 
C GOI GAMMA OUT ON INNER
 
C GCC GAMMA OUT ON OUTER
 
C ATO TOTAL AREA OUT
 
C ARO AREA RATIO OUT -A OUTER/A TOTAL
 

























































































IF (NC.EQ.4) GO TO 170
 











































































C CALCULATE INLET ENTHALPY (HI)t IDEAL EXIT ENTHALPY (H31, IDEAL DELTA
 
C ENTHALPY (DHI), ACTUAL DELTA ENTHALPY (DHA), ACTUAL EXIT ENTHALPY
 


































C CALCULATE DUCT EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (P01), COMPONENT EXIT FLOW
 
























































































































































































































































































C CALCULATION FOR ROTATING SPLITTER
 
























































































CALCULATE MACH IN AND MACH OUT FOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
























































































































































CALL CMECH (IP,IDES,NFO,NC,PPRP1,TITO,DHA,DHI,HI, FA,AIXMOARO,A
 
I, P I, POI,WI, WO,XMS,XMEPEFS,ITYPE , NODE IO,NODEOO) 




































































































IF (IOUTCD.GT.1) WRITE (10,380) GBWT
 













330 FORMAT (1H /14H ***********/14H * */4H * ,A4,13,3H 
1/14H * */13H ******,1 
340 FORMAT (35H PR AD EF PO TO HP) 
350 FORMAT (2F8.4,2F8.1,F8.0) 
360 FORMAT (29H HI HO WI CWI 
370 FOPMAT (5FB.2,//) 
380 FORMAT (/,ITH GEAR BOX WEIGHT=,3XF6.2) 

















C THIS ROUTINE CALCUL7TES THE MECHANICAL DESIGN
 















































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C 
C IP ARG PRINT INDICATOR 
C ICES ARG INPUT INDICATOR 
C NCC ARG COMPRESSOF INDICATOR 
C NC ARG COMPRESSOR TYPE INDICATOR 
C PR ARG PRESSURE RATIO 
C RPi ARG PRESSURE IN 
C TI ARG TOTAL TEMPERATURE IN 
C TO ARG TOTAL TEMPERATURE OUT 
C CFA ARG ACTUAL DELTA ENTHALPY 
DHI
 - ARG 
 IDEAL DELTA ENTHALPY
 
C Hi ARG ENTHALPY IN 
C FA ARG FUEL AIR RATIO 
C AI ARG AREA IN 
C XMC ARG MACH NUMBER OUT FOR ROTATING SPLITTERS 
C ARC ARG AREA RATIO OUT 
C ARI ARG AREA RATIO IN 
C P1 ARG PRESSURE IN 
C POI ARG PRESURE OUT 
3-12 
C 
C WI ARG 
C WO ARG 
C XMS ARG 
C XME ARG 
C PEF ARG 
C ITYPE ARG 
C NI ARG 



































































FIRST STAGE MAX. PRESSURE RATIO
 




BLADE ASPECT RATIO IN
 












1 CONSTANT HUB DESIGN COMPRESSOR
 
2 CONSTANT MEAN DESIGN COMPRESSOR
 
3 CONSTANT TIP DESIGN COMPRESSOR
 




FIRST STAGE EXIT ENTHALPY
 
FIRST STAGE PRESSURE RATIO
 
FIRST STAGE EXIT TEMPERATURE
 




FIRST STAGE TIP RADIUS - FT
 
RPM OF THE SPOOL
 
FIRST STAGE TIP DIAMETER -IN
 


































MACH NUMBER INTO/OUTOF STAGE
 
ASPECT RATIO OF STAGE
 












C BH BLADE HEIGHT - FT 
C NB NUMBER OF BLADES 
C PTBA TIP RADIUS OF BLADE 
C RTHBA HUB RADIUS OF BLADE 
C BHAI BLADE HEIGHT 
C HTI HUB/TIP OF BLADE 
C TSTRE TOTAL TEMPERATURE FOR STRESS CALCULATION 
C RHCB DENSITY OF BLADE MATERIAL 
C UTP1 BLADE TIP SPEED 
C BLN NUMBER OF BLADES IN REAL NUMBER 
C RHOD DENSITY OF DISK MATERIAL 
C WT STAGE WEIGHT 
C CL STAGE LENGTH 
C WATE COMPRESSOR TOTAL WEIGHT 
C ALENG COMPRESSOP TOTAL LENGHT 
C RI INNER RADIUS - IN 








DIMENSICN PRR(9), UTIP(9), PRS(20) 
C 
C * COMMON BLOCKS 
C 
c 
COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15I,60),DATCUT(9,60),WTF(4O),TOPRES(40),TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40,ERROR(40),TOL,TOLT,TOLT 
2TOEPV(20),CTCL(20),PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECH/ IWMEC(7,60),WATE(60),ALENG(60),TLENG(40),RI(2140),R 
iC(2,40),DESVAL(15,60),DSHAF(5),RPMT(60),IWTIPLT,IERR,ISIIISIO, 10 
2UTCD,NSTAG(60) 
COMMON /CCNVER/ CONVEP(15) 























































































C FOR 	DESIGN CASE: CALCULATE NUMBER OF STAGES BASED ON ENTHALPY
 












50 	 SN=SN l.
 
IF (SN.GT.20.) WRIJE (10,220) NCC
 


















IF (IWMEC(7,NCC).NE.O) GO TO 80
 





C CALCULATE CORRECTED TIP SPEED (CUTPI, TIP
 


































80 DO 90 I=2,9
 






















C CALCULATE TIP DIAMETER (DT) IN INCHES, TIP SPEED (UTP),
 














C INITIALIZE BLADE TAPER RATIO (TR) AND CALCULATE BLADE STRESS (ST)
 
















C CHECK FCP PRINT FORMAT
 
C 
IF (IP.NE.2) GO TO 130
 
C 

























































































C INITIALIZE STAGE INLET VALUES: MACH (XMCS), ENTHALPY (HIS), TOTAL
 




















C CALCULATE STAGE INLET GAMMA (GA), STAGE EXIT ENTHALPY (HOS) AND
 














C CALCULATE AVERAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE (TGAM), GAMMA (GAVI AND PRESSURE
 










































C CHECK FOR MEANINGLESS STAGE AND BLADE PARAMETERS. CALCULATE BLADE
 
































C CALCULATE BLADE TIP RADIUS (RTBA), 

















HUB RADIUS (RHBA) AND HEIGHT
 

























C CALCULATE STAGE WEIGHT (WTT) AND LENGTH (CLT) AND TOTAL COMPONENT
 


























IF (IP.NE.2) GO TO 190
 

















































































220 FORMAT (11H COMPRESSORI3,28H PRESSURE RATIO IS TOO HIGH
 
230 FORMAT (12H CUMPRESSOR,13,19H MECHANICAL DESIGN ,/)
 








280 FORMAT (42H PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB,26H U TIP
 




300 FORMAT (/,7H STAGE ,14)
 


















C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LENGTH
 






















C DATE ID ANALYST DISCRIPTION
 

















C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION
 
C --- --- --- --------- ---------------
C
 
C AR ARG ASPECT RATIO
 
C BH ARG BLADE HEIGHT
 
C R-OS ARG BLADE DENSITY
 
C RHOD ARG DISK DENSITY
 
C NB ARG NUMBER OF BLADES
 
C ST ARG BLADE ROOT STRESS
 
C RHB ARG BLADE HUB RADIUS
 
C WT STAGE WEIGHT
 
C CL STAGE LENGTH
 
C NC ARG COMPONENT TYPE
 
C I ARG STAGE NUMBER
 
C NST ARG STATOR INDICATOR
 
C HTR ARG HUB-TIP PATIO
 
C RM ARG SPLITTER RADIUS
 
C VB BLADE VOLUME
 
C SF STRESS FACTOR
 
C VO DISK VOLUME
 
















NUTS AND BLOTS WEIGHT 
CASE WEIGHT 
C 






















COMMON /SNGL/ JMIJM2,JPIJP2,JCX,LOCTBL(9,60),JCOMP(70),IWAY,NIT, 
IITAB(70),JCONF(60,4),JTYPE(60),JFLOW(TO),IOEDAP(15),KKINDS(14,25), 
2NCOMP,NOSTATNITER,NFINIS,NPASS,JCC,NTBL,NCTS,JCIND(20),JCDEP(20), 
3JCVIND(20) ,JCVDEP(20),KDTYP(20) , IDONE (60) 























































IF (SF.GT.2.4) VD=(-.2326 .3199SF)*(RHB*2.)**2
 

























GO TO 40 
VO=(.11+.003875*SF)*(RHB*2.)**2 






































































C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LENGTH
 

















































C NAME CRIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C------- ----- ----------------------------------------
C 
C ICOMP ARG I/O COMPONENT NUMBER 
C ITYPE BURNER TYPE 
C VR THROUGH FLOW VELOCITY 
C TR RESENDENCY TIME 
C WC CORRECTED AIRFLOW 
C PO PRESSURE IN 
C TC TEMPERATURE IN 
C FA F/A RATIO IN 
C DM MEAN DIAMETER IN IN 
C RTR REF TIP RADIUS FOR DM 
C RHR REF HUB RADIUS FOR DM 
C GANB GAMMA 
C AMACH MACH NUMBER 
C WSP FLOW PER UNIT AREA 
C R HUB TIP RATIO 
C Dh INNER DIAMETER 
C DT OUTER DIAMETER 
C RT OUTER RADIUS 
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C RH INNER RADIUS 
C BLEN LENGTH 
C WTCASE OUTER CASE WEIGHT 
C WTLIN LINNER WEIGHT 
C NN NUMBER OF FUEL NOZZLES 
C WTN FUEL NOZZLE WEIGHT 
C WTICAS INNER CASE WEIGHT 









C * COMMON BLOCKS * 
C 
C 








































































IF (ITYPE.EQ.13) GO TO 60 
IF (DEFAUL(3,ITYPE).NE.O.) DM=2.*DEFAUL(3,ITYPE) 
IF (DESVAL(3,ICOMPh.NE.O.) DM=2.*DESVAL(3,ICOMP) 
IF (ISII) DM=DM/CONVER(1J 
IF (IDES.EQ.1.AND.DESVAL(4,ICOMP) .EQ.0..AND.DESVAL(-3,-ICOMP).EQ.0.) 
I NDI=NODEI 
IF (IDES.EQ.1.AND.DESVAL(4,ICOMP).EQ.O..AND.DESVAL(3,ICOMP3.EQ.O.) 




I GO TO 40 
IF (DESVAL(4,ICOMP).NE.O.) GO TO 30 
IF (DEFAUL(4,ITYPE).NE.O.) GO TO 20 
GO TO 50 
20 IDI=IFIX(DEFAUL(4, ITYPE)+.O1) 
NDI=JCONF(IDI,3) 







60 IF (ISII) VP=VR/CONVER(2) 
C 








IF (ITYPE.EQ.13) GO TO 70 
C 
C CALCULATE BURNER DIMENSIONS 
C 
R=(1.-2.*WC/WSP/3.1415/DM**2) 
IF (R.LE.O.) R=O. 
R=SQRT(R) 
DH=R*DM*12. 
















C CALCULATE FRAME WEIGHT FOR PRI BURNERS 
C 
WTFRAM=O. 













C WRITE OUTPUT 
C 
IF (ISIC.AND.IOUTCD.EQ.2) GO TO 90 
IF (IOUTCD.NE.2) RETURN 
IF (ITYPE.NE.1O) GO TO 80 
WRITE (10,150) ICOMP 
WRITE (10,180) 
WRITE (10,130) RHRT,BLENAMACHWSP 
WRITE (10,10) 
WRITE (10,170) WTCASE,WTLINWTNWTICASWTFRAMWTOT 
GO TO 110 
80 WRITE (10,150) ICOMP 
WRITE (10,180) 
WRITE (10,130) RHvT,BLENAMACH,WSP 
WRITE (10,190) 
WRITE (10,200) WTCASE ,WTLINWTNWTICASWTOT 










IF (ITYPE.NE.10) GO TO 100 
WRITE (10,150) ICOMP 
WRITE (10,180) 
WRITE (10,i40) RHRTBLENAMACHWSP 
WRITE (10,160) 
WRITE (10,170) WTCASEWTLINWTNWTICASWTFRAMWTOT 
GO TO 110 
100 WRITE (10,150) ICOMP 
WRITE (10,180) 
WRITE (10,140) RHRTBLENAMACHWSP 
WRITE (10,160) 












FORMAT (IH /14H *************/14H * 
1/14H * */13H **********,11) 
FORMAT (5F9.3) 
FORMAT (5F9.3) 
FORMAT (151 EURNER NUMBER 14-) 
FORMAT (53H CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT 
FORMAT (6F9.1,//) 
FORMAT (44H RIN ROUT LENGTH 
FORMAT (43H CAS WT LIN WT NOZ WT 
FORMAT (6F9.1,//) 
END 
*/4H * ,A4,13,3H * 
INC WT FRAME WTOT) 
MACH WSPEC) 











C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LENGTH
 












































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C-------------------
C 
C ICOMP ARG I/O COMPONENT NUMBER 
C NODEI NODE IN 
C NODEO NODE OUT 
C TL LENGTH TO HEIGHT RATIO 
C AM MACH NUMBER IN 
C NODER REF COMPONENT NUMBER FOR DM 
C RHR REF HUB RADIUS 
C RTR REF TIP RADIUS 
C WA AIRFLOW 
c PC PRESSURE IN 
C TO TEMPERATURE IN 
C FAI F/A RATIO IN 
C DM MEAN DIAMETER IN IN 
C GAWB GAMMA 
C RHO MATERIAL DENSITY 
C STR REF STRESS 
C P HUB TIP RATIO 
C DH INNER DIAMETER 
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C DT OUTER DIAPETER 
C RT OUTER RADIUS 
C RH INNER RADIUS 
C BLENG LENGTH 
C WTCASE OUTER DUCT WEIGHT 
C WTICAS INNER DUCT WEIGHT 



















































IF (IWMEC(2,ICOMP).EQ.1) GO TO 10
 


































































IF (DEFAUL(4,12).LT.O.) GO TO 90
 























































































































130 FORMAT (IH /14H ************/14H * */4H * ,A4,13,3H * 
1/14H * */13H ******,j
140 FORMAT (4H RH=,FB.2,4H RT=,F8.2?6H LENG=,F8.2)

150 FORMAT (6H AREA=,F8.3,5H RHO,F4.3)

160 FORMAT (35H 
 CAS WT INC WT WTOT)

170 FORMAT (4H RH=,F8.4,4H RT=,F8.4,6H LENGt,F8.4)

180 FORMAT (6H AREA=,F8.4,SH RHO=,F8.7)

10 



















C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES INLET AND EXIT AREAS
 















































C TI ARG TEMPERATURE IN
 
C PI ARG PRESSURE IN
 
C WI ARG AIRFLOW IN
 




C FA ARG F/A RATIO
 
C XM2 ARG MACH NUMBER
 
C PS ARG STATIC PRESSURE
 
C Q ARG DYNAMIC PRESSURE
 
C IP ARG PRINT INDICATOR
 
































C CHECK FOR DUMMY DUCT. CALCULATE MACH NUMBER (XM2) OR AREA (A)
 
C 
XM2 = A 






10 	 IF (A.EQ.0.) GO TO 20 
GA=STFERM(5,TI,FAI 
CALL DUCTi (TIPIWI,GAXM2,A) 
C
 








































































50 FORMAT (48H M NO VEL T TOT P TOT P STAT AREA GAM) 















C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE INLET AND EXIT
 
















































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C --------- -----
C 
C T ARG TEMPERATURE IN 
C P ARG PRESSURE IN 
C w ARG AIRFLOW IN 
C A ARG AREA IF AREA IS NEGATIVE 
C MACH IS CALCULATED 
C GA GAMMA 
C XM MACH NUMBER 
C PM FLOW PER UNIT AREA 





SUBROUTINE DUCTi (TP,W,GAXMA) 
DATA R,G/53.34,32.174/ 
IF (A.LT.O.) GO TO 10 


























































































C THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS ADIABATIC EFFICIENCIES
 









































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C -
C TI ARG TEMPERATURE 
C PR ARG PRESSURE RATIO 
C PEFD ARG POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 
C EF ARG ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 
C FA ARG F/A RATIO 
C 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS ADIABATIC TO POLYTROPIC
 
C EFFICIENCIES. A ( ) DESIGNATES ADIABATIC AND A
 




















































C tHIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT OF FRONT,
 









































C NAMEC ----- ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION ----- -----------------------
C 
C RT ARG I TIP RADIUS 
C NTYPE ARG I TYPE OF FRAME 
C WT ARG 0 WEIGHT 
C IP ARG 0 PRINT INDICATOR 












































C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES FRAME WEIGHT 
C NTYPE= THE TYPE CF FRAME 
C I IS FOR SINGLE BEARING FRAME FOR TF OR TJ W/O PT 
C 2 IS FOR SINGLE BEARING FRAME FOR SINGLE SPOOL TJ 
C 3 IS FOR TURBINE EXIT FRAMES 




































50 IF (IP.NE.2) RETURN 
WTT=WT 
IF (ISIO) WTT=WTT*CCNVER(3) 
WRITE (10,60) WTT 
RETURN 
C 












C T-HIS ROUT-INE CALCULATES BLADE ROOT STRESS FOR 
C THE COMPRESSORS AND THE TURBINES. 
C 
C 









































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C ------
C RT ARG TIP RADIUS 
C TI ARG TEMPERATURE IN 
C TS ARG TIP SPEED 
C HTR ARG HUB-TIP RATIO 
C RPM ARG RPM 
C ST ARG BLADE ROOT STRESS 
C TR ARG BLADE TAPER RATIO 
C NC ARG COMPONENT INDICATOR 
C IP ARG PRINT INDICATOR 
C RHO ARG BLADE DENSITY 
C TMET ARG METAL CHANGE TEMP 
C R HUB-TIP RATIO FOR S 
C A BASE AREA 
C VAR CORRECTION FACTOR FOR LOCATION 
C D CORRECTION FACTOR FOR TAPER RATIO 
C W WEIGHT PER UNIT AREA 
C F PULL FORCE 














































C THIS RCUTINE CALCULATES THE CENTRIFUGAL ROOT
 
























































































































C ICCMP ARG 1I/ COMPONENT NUMBER 
C POWER HORSEPOWER 
C NT TURBINE COUNTER 
C NTURB TURBINE NUMBER FOR POWER SUMMATION 
C NCOM COMPERSSOR NUMBER FOR LENGTH 
C TLEN SHAFT LENGTH 
C TRPM TURBINE RPM 
C CRPM COMPRESSOR RPM 
C SPEED MIN. RPM 
C STRE REF. STRESS 
C RHO MATERIAL DENSITY 
C R HUB-TIP RATIO 
C ILCC LOCATION INDICATOR 
C DO3 OUTER DIA. CUBED 
C DO OUTER DIAMETER 
C DI INNER DIAMETER 
C GOA GUESS ON DO 
C DELD DELTA ON DO 
C WT WEIGHT 
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C * COMMON BLOCKS 
C 
C 
COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60),WTF(40),TOPRES(40),TOTEMP( 
140)FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40),TOLTOLT,TOLT 
2TDEPV(20),DTCL(20) PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECHI IWMEC(7,60),WATE(60),ALENG(60),TLENG(40),RI(2,4OhR 
1O(2,4O),DESVAL(15,60),DSHAF(5),RPMT(60),IWT,IPLT,IERRISII,ISIO,IO 
2UTCDNSTAG(60) 
COMMON /CONVER/ CONVER(15) 
COMMON /DEFAUL/ DEFAUL(15,20) 
LOGICAL IWT,IPLTIERR,ISII,ISIC 
IF (IOUTCD.GT.1) WRITE (10,120) IWMEC(1,ICOMP),ICOMP,IOUTCD 
C 







IF (NT.EQ.6) GO TO 20 
IF (IWMEC(NT,ICOMP).NE.O.) GO TO 10 
20 NCCM=IWMEC(7,ICOMP) 
C 









C INPUT DESIGN DATA 
C 






















































































































t RODUCIB ITY OF TIM 
B-4QIGI 	 PAGE IS PO03 
120 FORMAT (1H /14H *************/14H * */4H * ,A4,13,3H * 
1/14H * */13H ***********,I1) 
130 FORMAT (15H ERROR IN SHAFT,14) 
140 FORMAT (6H SHAFT,14,/,34H DO DI LENG ON WT) 
150 FORMAT (5F7.2,//) 
160 FORMAT (3F7.1,2F7.1,//) 










C THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TURBINE PERFORMANCE 
C CALCULATIONS AND THE BOOKKEEPING FOR THE 















































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C ---------- - -
C ICOMP ARG COMPONENT NUMBER 
C IP PRINT INDICATOR 
C NTT COMPONENT NUMBER 
C NODEIS BLEED MODE IN 
C NODEI NODE IN 
C NODEO NODE OUT 
C WI AIRFLOW IN 
C TI TEMPERATURE IN 
C PI PRESSURE IN 
C ITURB TURBINE INDICATOR 
C NT TURBINE INDICATOR 
C FAI FUEL AIR RATIO IN 
C EPi EFFICIENCY 
C IDES DATA INDICATOR 
C CFT COOLING FLOW 
C TC TEMPERATURE OF THE COOLING FLOW 
C CFF COOLING FLOW TO THE FRONT OF TURBINE 
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C CFR COOLING FLOW TO THE BACK OFTHE TURBINE 
C AT MACH NUMBER 
C TLD TURBINE LOADING PARAMETER 
C NRPM RPM LOCATOR 
C RPM RPM 
C RCC CONTROL RADIUS 
C IDI COMPRESSOR NUMBER FOR RCC 
C NODRCC NODE FOR CONTROL RADIUS 
C CW CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW 
C HC ENTHALPY OF COCLING GAS 
C HI ENTHALPY OF INLET AIR 
C FAI FUEL AIR RATIO 
C WI AIRFLOW INTO THE COMPONENT 
C WHP HORSE POWER 
C DhA ACTUAL DELTA ENTHALPY 
C H3 ENTHALPY OUT 
C RPI RELATIVE PRESSURE IN 
C CFI IDEAL ENTHALPY 
C H2 IDEAL ENTHALPY OUT 
C T2 IDEAL TEMPERATURE OUT 
C RP2 RELATIVE PRESSURE OUT 
C PR PRESSURE RATIO 
C PRI PRESSURE RATIO 
C EF2T EFFICIENCY 
C TR TEMPERATURE RATIO 
C H4 EXIT ENTHALPY 
C FAO FUEL AIR RATIO OUT 
C TO TEMPERATURE OUT 
C PO PRESSURE OUT 
C WO AIRFLOW OUT 
C GA GAMMA 
C GAC GAS CONSTANT - R 
C VI VELOCITY 
C VCR CRITICAL VELOCITY 
C HST STATIC ENTHALPY 
C TST STATIC TEMPERATURE 
C PRST STATIC RELATIVE PRESSURE 
C PST STATIC PRESSURE 
C AT1 EXIT AREA 
C EFS POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 
C ATD MACH NUMBER IN OR EXIT AREA 
C XME MACH NUMBER OUT 



























































C CHECK FOR BAD INLET TEMPERATURE. CALCULATE CORRECTED INLET FLOW
 


















































































































C INITIALIZE EFFICIENCY (EF) AND CALCULATE ACTUAL WORK (WHP), ENTHALPY
 




















C BEGIN EFFICIENCY ITERATION. CALCULATE IDEAL ENTHALPY (DHI) CHANGE
 





































IF (ABS((EF2T-EFJ/EF).LE..O001) GO TO 50
 




















C CALCULATE EXIT ENTHALPY (H4), FUEL-TO-AIR RATIO (FAO) AND TOTAL
 












C CALCULATE INLET AREA (AT - DESIGN) OR MACH NUMBER (XM - OFF-DESIGN),
 








C CALCULATE EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (PO, FLOW (WO), VELOCITY (Vl) AND
 




















C CALCULATE STATIC ENTHALPY (HST), TEMPERATURE (TST), PRESSURE (PST)
 






























C CALCULATE TURBINE EXIT AREA (ATD - DESIGN) OR MACH NUMBER (XME -

C OFF-DESIGN), DYNAMIC PRESSURE (QTEX), REYNOLDS NUMBER (RENTEX)
 






























































70 FORMAT (IH /14H *************/14H * */4H * ,A4,13,3H *
 
1/14tH * */13- ******,j 
80 FORMAT (SH TURBINE,13,37H EFFICIENCY ITEPATIONS EXCEED MAXIMUM,) 
9O FORMAT (46H PR TR AD EF PO TO TO.1) 
100 FORMAT (3F8.4,3F8.1)
 



































































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C -------------------
C IP ARG PRINT INDICATOR 
C IDES ARG DATA LOCATION INDICATOR 
C NT ARG TURBINE TYPE INDICATOR 
C Hi ARG ENTHALPY 
C CFA ARG DELTA ENTHALPY 
C DhI ARG IDEAL DELAT ENTHALPY 
C RPM ARG RPM 
C WI ARG AIRFLOW IN 
C TI ARG TEMPERATURE IN 
C PI ARG PRESSURE IN 
C FA ARG F/A RATIO IN 
C RC ARG CONTROL RADIUS FOR TURBINE 
C NS NUMBER OF STAGES 
C HT HUB-TIP RATIO 
C ST STRESS 
C WHP ARG HORSEPOWER 
C RT TIP RADIUS 
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C TLP ARG 
C ITURB ARG 
C PEF ARG 
C XM 
C XME 
C AIN ARG 























































































TIP RADIUS - IN
 




TURBINE ASPECT RATIO IN
 




MACH OUT OF TURBINE
 




DESIGN MODE FOR TURBINE
 
RPM RATIO - NMAX/NDES
 
MACH IN - MACH OUT
 










TEMPERATURE IN OR OUT
 




ASPECT RATIO OF STAGE
 
TIP RADIUS OF BLADE
 
MEAN RADIUS OF BLADE
 
HUB RADIUS OF BLADE
 












TIP RADIUS - IN.
 































































































C BEGIN ITERATION FOR NUMBER OF STAGES (SN) BASED ON BLADE
 






















C CHECK FCR CCNVERGENCE AND CALCULATE BLADE TIP RADIUS (RT)
 
C 
IF (IWMEC(5,NTT).NE.0) GO TO 30
 












40 	 IF (ISI) SRC=RC*CONVER(1)
 
IF (ISIC) WRITE (10,200) NTvSRC
 






C FOR DESIGN CASE: CALCULATE HUB RADIUS (RH), BLADE TIP RADIUS (RT)
 
















C CALCULATE BLADE TIP DIAMETER (DIAM) IN INCHES, HUB-TO-TIP RATIO (HT),
 
















C INITIALIZE BLADE TAPER RATIO (TRI. 






































































C THIS IS THE STAGE-BY-STAGE TURBINE DESIGN SECTION ENCOUNTERED ONLY
 
C FOR A DESIGN CASE OR A COPY OF A DESIGN CASE
 
C 

























































C CALCULATE DELTA MACH NUMBER (DELMNS), ASPECT RATIO (DELAR) AND
 
C ENTHALPY (DHAS) PER STAGE AND INITIALIZE VALUES FOR STAGE-BY-STAGE
 










































C CALCULATE CONSTANT HUB RADIUS (RHB) - IN INCHES (RHBA) AND 1ST 


















































C CALCULATE STAGE EXIT ENTHALPY (HOS), TOTAL TEMPERATURE (TTOS), INLET
 
C GAMMA (GAI), EXIT GAMMA (GAO), AVERAGE GAMMA (GAV) AND TOTAL PRESSURE
 






















C CALCULATE STAGE EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE (POS|9 INLET CORRECTED FLOW (CW)
 











GO TO (120,130,140),MODE 
C 
C CALULATES RHB FOR CONSTANT TIP RAE 
C 
120 RHB=R-T-B*R-TB-A 1-/-P-IE 




















C CALCULATE BLADE TIP RADIUS (RTB), BLADE HEIGHT (BH), NUMBER OF
 













C CALCULATE BLADE TIP RADIUS (RTBA) IN INCHES, TIP SPEED (UTP1)
 




















C CALCULATE STAGE WEIGHT (WTT) AND LENGTH (TLT) AND TOTAL COMPONENT
 



























































































200 FORMAT (8H TURBINE,13,31H WORK OR RADIUS TOO HIGH, RC =,F6.2)
 
210 FORMAT (9H TURBINE,I3,20H MECHANICAL DESIGN
 












280 FORMAT (42H PR DEL H MACH AREA R HUB R TIP NB, 30H U TIP
 




300 FORMAT (FY.4,F6.1,F6.3, F7.3,F6.2,FT.2,14,FT.1,F7.O,2F8.21
 
310 FORMAT (/,7H STAGE ,14)
 


















C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LE-NGHT
 










































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C ---------------
C RHBA ARG HUB RADIUS - IN 
C BF ARG BLADE HEIGHT - IN 
C ST1 ARG STRESS 
C NB ARG NUMBER OF BLADES 
C AR ARG ASPECT RATIO 
C STR ARG REFERENCE STRESS 
C RFCB ARG BLADE DENSITY 
C COOK COOLING FLOW 
C wT WEIGHT - LBF 
C TL LENGHT - IN 
C STF STRESS FACTOR 
C DISKV DISK VOLUME -LBF/CU IN 
C BLADEW BLADE WEIGHT - LBF 
C ELADEL BLADE LENGTH - IN 
C YNOZZ VANE WEIGHT - LBF 
C TLNOZ VANE LENGHT - IN 
C WTNB NUTS AND BOLTS WEIGHT - LBF 



















































































































































































C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND DIMENSION
 












































C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C -----
C ICOMP ARG COMPPONENT NUMBER 
C NCDEII NODE IN OF INNER 
C NODEOO NODE IN OR OUTER 
C AII AREA OF INNER 
C AID AREA OF OUTER 
C RII REF. RADIUS OF INNER 
C RIO REF. RADIUS OF OUTER 
C RMI2 MEAN RADIUS OF INNER SQUARED 
C R12 INNER RADIUS OF MIXER SQUARED 
C RMI INNER RADIUS OF MIXER 
C RMC MID RADIUS OF MIXER 
C ROO OUTER RADIUS OF MIXER 
C SPL SPECIFIC LENGTH SQRT(L/4A/PIE) 
C PN NUMBER OF PASSAGES 
C ALE MIXER LENGTH 











C * COMMON BLOCKS 
C 
C 
COMMON /DBL/ OATINP(15,6O),DATOUT(9,60)WTF(40),TOPRES(40,TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40),TOLTOLTTOLT 
2TDEPV(20),DTOL(20),PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECH/ IWMEC(7,60),WATE(60),ALENG(60),TLENG(40),RI(2,4O,R 
10(2,40),DESVAL(15,60),DSHAF(5),RPMT(60),IWT,IPLTIERR,ISII,ISIO,IO 
2UTCD,NSTAG(60) 
COPMON /CCNVER/ CONVER(15) 
COMMON /DEFAUL/ DEFAUL(15,20) 
LOGICAL IWT,IPLTIERR,ISII,ISIO 
C 


























































































































































90 FORMAT (1H /14H *************/14H * */4H * ,A4,I3,3H * 
1/14H * */13H ******,I 


























































C ICOM ARG COMPONENT NUMBER
 
C NCDEOP NODE OUT PRIMARY
 
C NODEOS NODE OUT SECONDARY
 
C NODEI NODE IN
 
C BYP BYPASS RATIO
 
C RSO OUTER RADIUS
 
C RSI INNER RADIUS
 


















C * COMMON BLOCKS *
 









































































































C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES DIMENSIONS AND WEIGT 
C OF CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT NOZZLES. 
C 
C 

































C ICOM ARG COMPONENT NUMBER
 
C NOCEI NODE IN
 
C NCDEO NODE OUT
 
C TI TEMPERATURE IN - DEG R
 
C RHC MATERIAL WEIGHT PER SQIN
 
C ITYP NOZZLE TYPE
 
C NCR REFERENCE NODE FOR OUTER RADIUS
 
C RNO OUTER RADIUS - IN
 




C WTN WEIGHT - LBF 
C ALN LENGHT - IN 






















COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60),WTF(40),TOPRES(40),TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40),TOL,TOLT,TOLT 
2TDEPV(20),DTOL(20),PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECH/ IWMEC(7,60),WATE(60),ALENG(60),TLENG(40)gRI(2,40)I,R 
1O(2,40),DESVAL(15,60),DSHAF(5),RPMT(60),IWT,IPLT,IERR,ISII,ISIO,IO 
2UTCD,NSTAG(60) 
COMMON /CONVER/ CONVER[15) 
COMMON /DEFAUL/ DEFAUL(15,20) 
LOGICAL IWT,IPLT,IERRISII,ISIO 
IF (IOUTCO.GT.1) WRITE (10,110) IWMEC(1,ICOMP),ICOMP,IOUTCD 
C 











IF (IWMEC(3,ICOMP).GT.0) JTYP=2 
IF (IWMEC(3,ICbMP).LT.0) JTYP=3 









IF (DESVAL(1,ICOMP).EQ.O.) IDES=2 
GO TO (40,50),IDES 
40 TLD=DESVAL(1,ICUMP) 










IF (ITYP.NE.1) TYP=2.75 
C 





























































110 FORMAT (1H /14H *************/14H * */4H * ,A4,I3,3H * 
1/14H * */13HI******* I 
120 FORMAT (8H NOZZLE ,14) 

























































C TO QOMMNICAIE SINGLE PREC-ISION GALLS OF WEIGHT ESTIMATING
 
C ROUTINES FOR FLUID PROPERTIES WITH THE NNEP ROUTINE -THERM
 






















C I FLAG FOR USAGE 
C ARG ARGUMENT TO THERM (SINGLE PRECISION) 
C FA FUEL AIR RATIO (SINGLE PRECISION) 
C DARG ARGUMENT TO THERM (DOUBLE PRECISICN) 





























C TO CONTROL THE CALLING OF SUBROUTINES WHICH WILL ESTIMATE THE
 








C THE OVERALL LENGTH OF THE ENGINE IS CALCULATED BY PROCESSING THE
 
C ILENG ARRAY.ALL COMPONENTS EXCEPT DUCTS AND SHAFTS, THEN DUCTS.
 
C THE REMAINING COMPONENTS EXCEPT DUCTS AND SHAFTS ARE PROCESSED.
 
C THE DUCTS ARE PROCESSED AND FINIALY THE SHAFTS.
 
C A BUILT-IN ASSUMPTICN IN THE DUCT ROUTINE IS THAT NO DUCT IS
 




C THEN THE MAXIMUM RADIUS IS FOUND. THEN DEPENDING ON THE PRINT
 
C FLAG -IOUTCD- THE REQUIRED PRINTING IS DONE
 































C COMBWT -PRIMARY BURNER WEIGHT/LENGTH
 
C WTNOZ -NOZZLE WEIGHT/LENGTH 
C WMIXR -MIXER 
C WSPLT -SPLITTER 




























-- ---------------- --------- -
C NAME ORIGIN USAGE 

C -- --------- -
C IWMEC /WMECH/ I 

C WATE /WMECH/ 0 

C ALENG /WMECH/ 0 

C TLENG /WMECH/ 0 

C RI /WMECH/ 0 

C RO /WMECH/ 0 

C DESVAL /WMECH/ I 

C DSHAF /WMECH/ 0 

C RPMT /WMECH/ I 

C IWT /WMECH/ I 

C IPLT /WMECH/ I 

C IERR /WMECH/ 0 

C ISIO /WMECH/ I 

C ISII /WMECH/ I 

C IOUTCD /WMECH/ I 

C ILENG /WMECH/ I 











WEIGHT OF EACH COMPONENT
 
ACTUAL LENGTH OF EACH COMPONENT
 
ACCUMULATED LENGTH TO END OF COMPONENT
 
RADIUS INNER INLET,OUTLET EACH STATION
 
RADIUS OUTER INLETOUTLET EACH STATION
 
MECHANICAL DESIGN DATA OVERRIDES DEFAUL
 




WEIGHT ESTIMATION FLAG TRU=: DO IT
 




OUTPUT UNITS O=ENGLISH, 0 SI
 
INPUT UNITS O=ENGLISH, 0 SI
 
PRINT FLAG O=SUMMARY, 1=GENERAL,2=DIAGNOSTIC
 
COMPONENTS CONTRIBUTING TO OVERALL LENGTH
 
FLAG = 0 COMPONENT NOT YET WEIGHED =1 YES
 












































C * DATA STATEMENTS * 
C 































































































70 IF (IWMEC(INC).EQ.IDUC) GO TO 80
 
IF (IWMEC(1,NC.EQ.IVALV) GO TO 130
 
CALL COMBWT (NC) 
GO TO 140 
C--- DUCTS 
80 CALL DUCTW (NC) 
GO TO 140 
C---- NOZZLES 
90 CALL WTNOZ (NC) 
GO TO 140 
C---- SPLITTER 
100 CALL WSPLT (NC) 
GO TO 140
 
C TRANSFER DIMENSIONS FOP 









C HEAT EXCHANGER WEIGHT
 












































































200 IF (IWMEC(1,I).EQ.IDUC) GO TO 250
 
























C TRANSFER DIMENSIONS FOP WATER INJECTION
 














IF (NC.NE.2) GO TO 260
 


























































IF (NC.LE.0) GO TO 310
 
IF (IWMEC(1,NC).NE.LSHAF) GO TO 300
 





































































C---- CONVERT RADIAL DIMENSIONS AND TLENG
 


















































WRITE (10,470) IWATE(I),ALENG(I),TLENG(IDNIbRI(IIUP1),RO(1,IUPI 
I),RI(I,IUP2),RO(I,IUP2),RI(2,IDNI),RO(2,IDNI),RI(2,IDN2),RO(2,IDN2 












410 WRITE (10t480) WATENGWATACC,ENGLEN,XR
 








430 FORMAT (IH /14H ************/14H * */,14H * ACCS WT 
1/14H * */13H ***** **,I1) 
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440 FORMAT (IHI,26H WEIGHT INPUT DATA IN ,A4,6H UNITS/27H WEIG
 
IHT OUTPUT DATA IN ,A4,6H UNITS//)
 
450 FORMAT (69H COMP WT COMP ACCU UPSTREAM RADIUS DOWNS
 
iTREAM RADIUS /77H NO EST LEN LEN RI RO RI RO
 
2 RI RO RI RO NSTAGE/)
 




480 FORMAT (/,27H TOTAL BARE ENGINE WEIGHT=,F6.O,2X,12HACCESSORIES=,F
 














C GIVEN X AND Y SCALES, TWO POINTS AND A CHARACTER
 

















C DTRAP - PLOTS A TRAPAZOID 
C ENGPLT - PLOT CONTROLLER 
C 





























C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DESCRIPTION 
C ------ ------------------
C ARRY ARG 0 PLOT SPACE 
C CH ARG I CHARACTER TO PLOT 
C Pi ARG I THE XY OF THE FIRST POINT 
C P2 ARG I THE XY OF THE SECOND POINT 
SUBROUTINE NPPNT (XSYSARRYCH,P1,P2)
 










































C INCREMENT ALONG THE LINE
 
C CFOOSE X OR Y BASED ON INC
 




















C TEST FOR END POINT
 
30 	 IF (INC.NE.O) GO TO 40
 




40 IF (ABS(CY).GT.ABS(YI-PI(2))) GO TO 10
 

























C DRAW TRAPAZOID GIVEN STARTENDSCALESRADII,
 


































C DATA ID ANALYST DESCRIPTION 
C- -----------­-------------------------














CC NAME ORIGIN 
USAGE 
---------------------
C XS ARG I 
C YS ARG I 
C SI ARG I 
C SE ARG I 
C SIX ARG I 
C SIO ARG I 
C SEI ARG I 
C SEO ARG I 
C CH ARG I 







X OF FIRST STATION
 
X OF LAST STATION
 
Y OF INSIDE AT FIRST STATION
 
Y OF OUTER AT FIRST STATION
 
Y OF INSIDE AT LAST STATION
 
Y OF OUTER AT LAST STATION
 






DIMENSICN ARRY(130,54), P1(2), P2(2), P3(2), P4(2)
 




































C SUBROUTINE ENGPLT 














C A ARRAY THAT IS 130 (NUMBER OF PRINT COLS) BY
 
C 54 (NUMBER CF LINES OF PRINT ON ONE PAGE IS SET
 
C TO BLANK. A SCALE FACTOR IS ESTABLISHED AND THE
 
C COMPONENTS ARE PLOTTED BY CHANGING THE APPROPRIA
 
C CHARACTER TO A CHARACTER REPRESENATIVE OF TFE
 
C COMPONENT IE C FOR COMPRESSOR, B FOR BURNER,
 























C NPPNT -- PLOT A LINE 
C DTRAP -- PLOT A TRAPAZOID 
C 




C DATE ID ANALYST DESCRIPTIO
 
C -- ---------------













C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DESCRIPTION 
C ---- ---------------------
C XS L X SCALE FACTOR 
C YS L Y SCALE FACTOR 
C XL ARG I ENGINE MAX LENGTH 

































































* DATA STATEMENTS * 


























DRAW A CENTER LINE OF THE ENGINE
 

































































60 IF (IWMEC(1,I).NE.IDC(2)) GO TO 70
 
































70 IF (IWMEC(1,I).NE.IDC(3)) GO TO 80
 






























80 IF (IWMEC(I).NE.IDC(4)) GO TO 130
 
























C--- CRAW A TRAPZOID FOR A COMPRESSOR
 






C--- DRAW A TRAPAZOID FOR A TURBINE
 






C--- CRAW A MIXER
 

























































































































ICOMP ARG I/O COMPONENT NUMBER 
C
 





C * COMMON BLOCKS * 
C 
C 
COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60|)WTF(40),TOPRES(40),TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),COPFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40,TOLTOLTTOLT 
2T,OEPV(20)DTOL(20),PERPF(20) 
















































C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LENGTH
 















































C NAME OPIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C 
C ICOMP ARG I/O COMPONENT NUMBER 
C TSCA MATERIAL SCALER 
C ICES DESVAL/DEFAUL INDICATOR 
C NODEIP INLET OF PRIMARY 
C NODEIS INLET OF SECONDARY 
C NGDEOP OUTLET OF PRIMARY 
C NIDDEOS OUTLET OF SECONDARY 
C TAI SECONDARY INLET TEMP 
C TAO SECONDARY EXIT TEMP 
C TEI PRIMARY INLET TEMP 
C TEO SECONDARY EXIT TEMP 
C PA! PRIMARY INLET PRESS 
C PEI SECONDARY INLET PRESS 
C WAA SECONDARY AIR FLOW 
C WAE PRIMARY AIR FLOW 
C FAA SECONDARY F/A 
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C FAE PRIMARY F/A 
C CNT NUMBER OF TUBES 
C AMA SECONDARY MACH NUMBER 
C AME PRIMARY MACH NUMBER 
C TAAV SECONDARY AVERAGE TEMP 
C TEAV PRIMARY AVERAGE TEMP 
C AA1 SECONDARY AREA 
C AEl PRIMARY AREA 
C VISA SECONDARY FLOW VISCOSITY 
C VISE PRIMARY FLOi VISCOSITY 
C REA SECONDARY REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C REE PRIMARY REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C CKA CP*K FOR THE SECONDARY 
C CKE CP*K FOR THE PRIMARY 
C DTI DELTA TEMP INLET 
C DT2 DELTA TEMP FOR EXIT 
C AREQ REQUIRED AREA 
C HL LENGTH 
C RF-C MATERIAL DENSITY 
C STR REFERENCE STRESS 
C WT TOTAL WT 
C 
C 





C * COMMON BLOCKS 
C 
C 
COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60),WTF(4O),TOPRES(40),TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH{(40,STATP(4),ERROR(O),TOLTOLTTOLT 
2TDEPV(20),DTOL(20),PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECH/ IWMEC(7,601WATE(6OhALENG(60)TLENG(401,RI(24O),R 
OC(2,4O),DESVAL(15,60) DSHAF(5),RPMT(60),IWTIPLTIERRISII,ISIOIO 
2UTCDNSTAG(60) 
CCNMGN /CONVER/ CONVER(IS) 
COMMON /DEFAUL/ DEFAUL(15,20) 
LOGICAL IWT,IPLTIERRISIIISIO 
C 
C INITIALIZE INPUTS 
C 
IDES=1 

















C LOAD DESVAL INPUTS 
C 
IF (IWMEC(2,ICOMP).EQ.2) GO TO 40 
IF (DESVAL(1,ICOMP).EQ.0.) IDES=2 
















CALL DUCT (TAAVPAI,WAA,AAL,FAAAMA,PSAVA,ISIO,IP 
CALL DUCT (TEAV,PEIWAEAE1,FAE,AMEPSEVEISIOIP) 
C 









































































































































IF (DELTP.GE..I) GO TO 100
 
IF (EFF.GE..90) GO TO 90
 










GO TO 130 
90 WTT=(1745.-44.1*BPP)*WSCA/200. 
GO TO 130 
100 IF (EFF.GE..90) GO TO 120 
IF (EFF.GE..85) GO TO 110 
WTT=(577.8-1b.0*BPR)*WSCA/200. 
GO TO 130 
110 WTT=(794.9-19.6*BPR)*WSCA/200. 
GO TO 130 
120 WTT=(1275.-27.8*BPR)*WSCA/200. 
130 WATE(ICCMP)=WTT 
IF (IOUTCO.NE.2) RETURN 
IF (.NOT.ISIO) GO TO 150 
WTT=WTT*CONVER(3) 
GO TO 150 
140 WRITE (10,170) 
WRITE (10,180) HLI,AREQ,DATI,DETI 
WRITE (10,190) 
WRITE (10,200) XMA,XMEWTT,DIAM 
WRITE (10,210) 
WRITE (10,220) VAVE,REAREECNT 
RETURN 
150 WRITE (10,230) 
WRITE (10,240) WTT 
RETURN 
C 
160 FORMAT (1H /14H *************/14H * */4H * ,A4,I3,3H 
1/14H * */13h ***********,I1) 
170 FORMAT (32H LENGTH AREA DIM A CIM E) 
180 FORMAT (2F8.1,2F8.4,/) 
190 FORMAT (30H M A M E WT DIAM) 
200 FORMAT (2F8.3,2F8.1,/) 
210 FORMAT (39H VA VE RE A RE E TUBES) 
220 FORMAT (5F8.0) 
230 FORMAT (13H R HEX WEIGHT) 














C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE WEIGHT AND LENGTH 

















C MODIFICATICN HISTCRY 
C---------------------
C 





















C NAME ORIGIN USAGE DISCRIPTION 
C 
C 
C ICOMP ARG I/0 COMPONENT NUMBER 
C TSCA MATERIAL SCALER 
C IDES DESVAL/DEFAUL INDICATOR 
C NUDEII INLET OF INNER 
C NODEIO INLET OF OUTER 
C NCDEOI OUTLET OF INNER 
C NODEOO OUTLET OF OUTER 
C NCOM OPPOSITE DUCT 
C SPL SPECIFIC LENGTH 
C PN NUMBER OF PASSAGES 
C API MACH INNER 
C AMO MACH OUTER 
C RF HUB RADIUS INNER 
C RTIC TIP RADIUS INNER 
C RHOC HUB RADIUS OUTER 
C RTGC TIP RADIUS OUTER 
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C WTSI INNER CYC WT/FT**2 
C WTSO. OUTER CYC WT/FT**2 
C WTSW WALL WT/FT**2 
C TTI TEMPERATURE INNER 
C TTO TEMPERATURE OUTER 
C PI PRESSURE INNER 
C PO PRESSURE OUTER 
C WAI AIRFLOW INNER 
C hAO AIRFLOW OUTER 
C FAI FUEL/AIR INNER 
C FAC FUEL/AIR OUTER 
C GI GAMMA INNER 
C GO GAMMA OUTER 
C Al AREA INNER 
C AC AREA OUTER 
C WTIC INNER CYC WT 
C WTOC OUTER CYC WT 
C WTWALL WALL WT 
C WATC ACTUATOR WT 
C WTOT TOTAL WT 
C TLENG LENGTH 
C 
C 





C * COMMON BLOCKS 
C 
C 
COMMON /DBL/ DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60),WTF(40),TOPRES(CO),TOTEMP( 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VMACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40),TOLTOLT,TOLT 
2T,DEPV(20,DTOL(20),PERPF(20) 




COMMON /WMECH/ IWMEC(7,60),WATE(60),ALENG(60),TLENG(40),RI(2,40),R 
O(2,40),DESVAL(15,60),DSHAF(5),PPMT(60),IWTIPLTIERRI511,ISIO IO 
2UTCD,NSTAG(60) 
COMMON /CONVER/ CONVER(I5) 
COMMON /DEFAUL/ DEFAUL(15,20) 
LOGICAL IWT,IPLTIERRISIIISIO 
C 
C INITIALIZE INPUTS 
C 
IF (IWMECC3,ICOMP).LT.0) RETURN 
TSCA=1. 
IDES=1 
IF (IOUTCD.GT.1) WRITE (10,100) IWMEC(1,ICOMPhtICOMP,IOUTCD 











NODE! I=JCONF( NCOM,1) 
NODEIO=JCONF(NCOM,3) 
20 IWMEC(3,NCOV)=-ICOMP 
IF (DESVALCIICOMP).EQ.0.) IDES=2 
GO TO (30,50),IDES 
C 






IF CDESVAL(5,ICCMP).EQ.0.) RH=RI(2,NODEII) 
IF (DESVAL(5,ICOMP).GT.O.) RH=DESVAL(5,ICOMP) 
IF (ISII.AND.DESVAL(5,ICOMP).GT.O.) RH=RH/CONVER(I) 
IF (OESVAL(5,ICOMP).LT.0.) IRH=ABS(DESVAL(5,ICOMP)) 
IF (DESVAL(5,ICOMP).LT.0.) RH=RI(2,1RH) 
IRHO=1 I 
IF (DESVAL(6,ICOMP).EQ.O.) IRHO=2 
TTI=TCTEMP(NODEII) 
TTO=TOTEMP(NODEIO) 












IF (TTI.GT.1160..OR.TTO.GT.1160.) TSCA=1.7 
GO TO 70 
C 






IF (DEFAUL(5,17I.EQ.0.) RH=RI(2,NODEII) 
IF (DEFAUL(5,17).GT.O.) RH=DEFAUL(5,17) 
IF (ISII.ANO.DEFAUL(5,17).GT.O.) RH=RH/CDNVER(1) 
IF (DEFAUL(5,ITY.LT.0.) IRH=ABS(DEFAUL(5,17)) 
IF (DEFAUL(5,17).LT.O.) PH=RI(2,IRH) 
IRHO=I 
















IF (TTI.GT.1160..OR.TTO.GT.1160.) TSCA=1.7 
C 













CALL OUCTi (TTI,PIWAIGIAMIAI) 
CALL DUCTi (TTOPOWAOGOAMOAO) 
AA=(AO+AI)/2. 
C 












IF (IWMEC(4,ICOMP).EQ.0) GO TO 80 
WACT=°1*WTOT 
IF (WACT.LT.10.) WACT=10. 
IF (WACT.GT.40.) WACT=40. 
WTOT=WTOT+WACT 
C 













































































FORMAT (IH /14H ***********/14H * */4H * ,A4,13,3H 
1/14H * */13H **********,I1) 
FORMAT (/,6H RHUB=,2XF6.2,5X,6H RTIP=,2X,Fb.2,5X,7i RHOUT=,IXF6.
 




FOPMAT (/,13H WT INNER CYC,3X,F6.1,5X,12HWT OUTER CYL,3XtF6.1,/12
 
1H WT CF WALLS,3XF6.1,5X,1OH WT OF ACT,5X,F6.1,/,I5H TOTAL VALVE W
 
2T,3X,F6.1)
 
ENO
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